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INSIDE COVER STORY
HEALING THAT MOTHER WOUND
How My Mother Influenced Me
By Bernie Giggins
I remembered back sadly, to 5-years-old when I knew, I would never be able to live up to my
Mother’s expectations of me.
I was one of eleven children, in a strict Catholic family living on a farm, where we experienced extremes from abundance
to struggling to make ends meet, which gave little security and no certainty. I was often in trouble for saying or doing the
wrong thing, but was not given guidance on how to do better, nor shown patience as I tried to figure it out on my own. I
felt I wasn’t heard or validated, and when I shared my deep pain of severe bullying at school where children openly
mocked my big nose and other physical characteristics, I was simply told to turn the other cheek and forgive. There was no
comfort, no protection, no help.
My Mother’s harsh criticism and angry retorts quickly taught me not to voice my true thoughts and feelings. This led to
bottling up of emotions that inevitably resulted in an explosion. Instead I was chastised, and bullied into ‘the right family
way’, told off with ‘how dare you’ or segregated.
I learned that I could not trust the family I was born into. Emotionally I shut down over time and gave in to the idea that I
was there for others, and realised heartbreakingly, they weren’t there for me when I desperately needed them. I was
manipulated into doing things I didn’t want to do simply because it would make someone else feel better or happier if I
did them.
Overtime, I became a people pleaser, hoping that this would gain me the love, attention, and approval that was missing in
my relationship with my Mother. Feeling like the black sheep of the family, I thought, “Surely, one day, they will soon tell
me I am adopted.”
At 18, I joined the Women’s Royal Australian Navy and loved it. Then at twenty I made a huge decision that would help my
emotional and mental health with the bullying still happening within family and work. I decided to change my nose, the
source of decades of mockery and belittling. The day before surgery I rang my Mother. Instead of the support and comfort
I had hoped for, she criticised and yelled at me, accused me of insulting her and my father, and abused me for making a
decision without their permission. I went ahead, the best decision ever!
This warped belief system carried into my marriage, and put me at the mercy of a bullying mother-in-law who always got
her own way. I had married her eldest and only son and I felt I paid the price for loving him. Not liking confrontation or
disharmony, I never had the courage to speak up to her, and numbed myself to her sarcasm and critical judgements of me
and how I did things. When I didn’t react to her critical barbs, she would then gossip to my sisters-in-law who would pass
on her cruel words to me, deepening the wound and entrenching the self-protective behaviours I’d learned to survive with
my Mother. I’m proud to say, 35-years marriage, 3-children and 6-grandchildren, still together!
My Mother’s negative influence had crushed any confidence or courage to start new ventures. I was crippled by fear of
retaliation or someone challenging my actions, and I couldn’t stand up for myself. It was only in my forties that I began
to recover from a lifetime of bullying and abuse, grieve the lost opportunities and freedom, and begin to heal that
Mother wound.
www.innerchildharmonycoaching.com.au
bernie@innerchildharmonycoaching.gmail.com
Queensland –– AUSTRALIA
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Our highest hope is for each and every woman to awaken and then choose to remember!
As you are now reading this message of Love and Light, we welcome you to
take pause and feel the cosmically feminine nature of Sibella Circle International.
Intentionally woven, the creation of this wisdom-oriented, woman-centric
publishing house is designed to showcase and amplify the storyline of WOMAN.
Hence, we implore you to choose rightly as you enter inside this sacred space ––
Walk gently, speak softly and act kindly toward each woman writer as she so graciously
pens the music of her life-song for the continued healing of herself and others.
For who among us dare to know what measure or within what chamber of darkness
she was marred in heart, weakened in faith, drawn to her knees or set aflame
by the inspiration of Joy that came at the break of dawn!
Each woman writer within this magazine pours from an inner Source ––
a well of true Love and Light.
A woman can only share the complexity of her journey when she has traveled to and through
the dark seas of Sophia and then risen to the light and truth of the Sibyl. ~ Sibyl English
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Nothing real can be threatened.
Nothing unreal exists.
Herein Lies the peace of God.
~ A Course in Miracles
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STRETCHING YOUR REACH • EXPANDING YOUR TERRITORY • SHINING YOUR LIGHT
Writing or blogging your thoughts is one thing, but getting the opportunity to have your
words of wisdom and insight published and placed inside an international magazine
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Magazine gives women writers and visionaries a worldwide platform on which to share
their God-inspired message of Love and Light for the edification and healing of others.
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KEEP IN MIND . . .
"We do not see things as they are, we see them as we are" ~ Anais Nin
Hence, let us all be about the business of seeing things more clearly, as we love one another more kindly!
~ Sibyl English, Founder of Sibyl Magazine

One of the greatest gifts you can give yourself is to take responsibility
for the choices you’ve made in your life. Sit with those choices –– allowing your mind to make sense of them;
then forgive yourself … and move on! ~ Sibyl English

Sibella Circle Member & Visionary Leader
EMERGE
Make Room for More
By Sandra Cerda
Once a stretch mark, always a stretch mark! Have you been stretched? I know our flesh often is,
but what of who we are in spirit? My life is marked with the stretches of my faith, or in other
words, "my faith has stretch marks!" and I'm so glad! I've not always been alert to the times and
manners by which I'm often pulled into what I once thought were adverse situations, untimely
circumstances or trials; now, I see the pattern.
Pioneering is never without a hint of peaked adrenaline shrouding the trembled vibrations of what flesh fights to fear. With
no trace of visible success from earlier successors, answering an invitation to tread the horizon of faith, where dreams dwell,
is a stretch all by itself. These paths are never lined with cheers of supporters; not everyone who is with you is for you.
Despite the narrow road before you, there is not much left that can be used against you, as you make your way forward
toward the outpouring of the Lord. If you're going to be filled and bursting at the seams with a thing, may it be with all that
God has for you, and not what many would overload you with.
Making room in your life for more of the things that lead to life and flourishing, such as peace, joy, and love require some
spiritual ‘housecleaning' and maintenance for success. There is always room for improvement most especially where it
matters, in the hidden heart of man; in the place of who we are when wrapped up in the heart of prayer and personal needs
before God. It is a place of intimate soul-searching; a threshold one passes through when you've emptied yourself of your
self's list of wants, we vainly refer to as "prayer time”. The God of heaven is so very patient with us all. Knowing the truest of
blessings can only be found beyond the veil of our self-centered petitions, although they are often "very-real-needs/wants",
they are only the traces of our nature and still weighted with carnality. It's good to get them out and before the Lord in your
prayer time, but don't stop there.
Empty your heart before God in prayer until nothing else pours out, but don't stop there. That emptiness must and will be
filled with something; ask God to fill you. At that very moment, if you will simply ask, it will begin something so very
beautiful in your life; to the overflow, if you desire. Simply for the self-surrender of your heart before God, and
honest request for an infilling; for an outpouring that will spill over into the lives of people you care so deeply for.
Often, many will stray in their thoughts first, then in their
heart of hearts mistakenly believe that "it won't work"; I
say, "What if it does?" I know it will, by experience! Make
room in your heart for more of God. A little stretching
never hurt anyone!

www.cerdaministries.org
Sandracerda7408@yahoo.com
Texas –– USA
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Sibella Circle Member & Visionary Leader
WHEN ARE YOU GOING TO STOP TELLING THAT STORY
New Story: Acceptance, Allowing and Answers
By Linayah Kei Michael
We are continuously creating and re-creating in our lives. When we understand we are the only
ones who create what we experience and accept that everything that happens is ours, then we
can allow for change and create a new story; healing emotions such as fear, unforgiveness, anger;
anything that keeps us from joy, happiness, and fulfilling our dreams.
When we can say to ourselves, 'Okay, I created this by having fearful thoughts," or "I have this in my life because I have been
angry or judgmental of something or someone else", and accept that it is just another part of the learning process we
experience, we can move on. Understanding that it is here for a reason we can let it go and take a big step in the game of
life. By allowing it to be there and not being judgmental of ourselves for its existence, we take another giant step.
Each of us has moments when we are hard on ourselves, getting into the habit of not accepting who we are and find
ourselves in the cycle of thinking we have made mistakes or bad choices which leads to anger with ourselves as well at the
situation or persons involved.
We have choice in everything we do and say. As we stand back and look at ourselves, seeing the true Divine beings we
really are as Spirit sees us instead of seeing unhappiness, fear, anger, and hopelessness, we are able to get in the flow of a
new story. We can be hopeful knowing that all is just fine and that there really is nothing to worry about, feel joy and
happiness because we know we have complete trust and faith knowing that we have nothing in the past that has anything to
do with today. The past is over. It now has no bearing on today and when we embrace this we can let go of anger and
unforgiveness knowing that they only create unwanted 'problems' for us.
By accepting this and allowing the Universe to bring us all the beautiful things we are meant to have, being open to
receiving the answers we want, many magical things can come to you. We put walls up out of fear thinking it will protect us
yet in all actuality it blocks what we want to come. If we resist change it only serves to bring that which we don't want to us. It
is our choice to move on or remain in that old story.
Being grateful for everything that comes into your life no matter what it is, because it truly is a gift even though outward
appearances don't seem that way, is to trust in the Universe and yourself. You can change anything that does not serve you
at any time by letting go.
So when something occurs in your life, put positive
energy into it with your thoughts and actions. Don’t
react. Just let it flow.
Accept. Allow. Receive the answers you want.

www.angelicpathtohealing.net
angelicpathtohealing@yahoo.com
California –– USA

www.angelicpathtohealing.net
And when at last you come to the end of yourself and begin to think about what you might have done if …
Fear and regret are both very paralyzing enemies. At all cost, do not let either of them defeat you. ~ Sibyl English

Sibyl Magazine
For the Spirit and Soul of Woman
ARTICLES ARE PRESENTLY BEING ACCEPTED BY THE EDITORIAL STAFF
*** Early article submissions are greatly appreciated ***

Sibyl Magazine: For the Spirit and Soul of Woman

Deadline for all incoming articles: August 1, 2017 (12 midnight)

2 SPECIAL REQUESTS
FROM THE EDITORS

We ask that you read these submission
guidelines carefully PRIOR to sending
in an article to the editorial staff.
PLUS, take a moment to browse through
and read a few articles in this issue to get
a feel for its content and to see if it
feels like a good fit for your writing.

Sibella Circle Member & Visionary Leader
DIVE INTO SELF-DISCOVERY
Catching Sneaky Comparison Tendencies
By Creative Katrina
A path of self-discovery reveals many things - hidden gifts, deep wounds ready for healing, and
sneaky, self-sabotage behaviors like comparison tendencies.
Comparison energy can present itself as the need to always out do ourselves without
celebrating what we’ve already accomplished. It can also show up as a nagging sad or defensive feeling when we look at
the glossy highlight reel of other people’s lives vs. the quality of our own.
While this is human nature and we may do it knowingly on some level, there are times it’s so under the radar it’s like
breathing or stress snacking. This kind of comparison tendency is a bit more sneaky to spot because it can show up as
simply feeling bad about ourselves for no specific reason. Getting to the root of this type of comparing behavior takes a
willingness to be extra mindful of when it happens and dig into why, in order to own it and heal.
On a personal level, I’ve had to learn how to actively manage my comparison tendency of perfectionism. While I’ve have
worked through it from many angles, lately I’ve noticed it sneaking into my relationships in an interesting way. Other
people’s (unsolicited) ideas about my life and business were making me defensive and feel judged about my choices. It
was as if they were comparing the current me to what could be - for me. How’s that for a head spinner?
At first the energy around conversations with these select people I know, love and trust started to spring doubt into my
heart. Am I missing something? Is there merit to their suggestions? Are they trying to be helpful because they care and I’m
misreading it?
Once I sat with the discordant energy, I realized my comparison tendency of perfectionism was getting activated on the
down-low. Even though their intentions may have been to help me or express an opinion, I noticed my reaction was
actually mirroring their tendencies of self-comparison and need to constantly improve. I could see how my choices made
them uncomfortable, and they were unknowingly comparing our paths based on unrealized potential. In this way, both of
us were getting triggered by sneaky comparison tendencies.
When we connect with others it’s easy to compare their experience with our own as a point of reference. It’s how we orient
ourselves within a situation and find an angle to relate. To make sure sharing doesn’t morph into comparing, listen with an
open heart and be honest with how what you hear
makes you feel. Then, it’s easier to see the ways
the inner critic gets triggered and why.

www.creativekatrina.com
katrina@creativekatrina.com
Colorado –– USA

www.creativekatrina.com

The attraction of our Light connected with the essence of your Light! And so it is ...

Sibella Circle Member & Visionary Leader
MASTER YOUR MINDSET FOR SUCCESS!
Discover Your Golden Thread
By Christine Suva
“I don’t know who I am anymore.” I thought. It was 1995 and my life had completely turned
upside down in five days. Monday, I’d ended a relationship headed toward marriage. Tuesday, my
position was eliminated in a merger. Wednesday, I’d planned to sign a lease and move Friday.
Instead, I moved 1 ½ hour away, back in with my parents to a community where I knew no one.
And so began the darkest time in my life. At 28, I was completely starting over with no idea where
to begin. I felt lost and broken.
I wasn’t terribly upset about the job. Although it had been within my sense of purpose, I’d grown frustrated at the lack of
commitment to move forward with what they’d hired me for. I’d worked long hours and lost my passion, but didn’t see
myself as a quitter. I believe when we don’t listen to our intuition that’s saying it’s time for a change, God and the universe
will take care of it for us. Clearly, I’d been on the wrong path. When I lost my job, I felt an odd sense of relief and sadness. My
recommendations to administration were correct, but they were five years out on the strategic plan. I was asked to consider
taking my work system-wide to all eight hospitals, but I knew it would be a recipe for even more frustration. Instead, I did
outplacement to figure out what was next.
My biggest anguish came from the guilt I felt breaking off my relationship. It was absolutely the right decision for me, but I
struggled with declining his constant calls out of guilt over hurting him which drug me through the mud of emotions and
made it hard to heal. He had a Jekyll and Hyde personality and my intuition knew I needed to get out.
It took every tool and strategy I’d used as a wellness professional to completely reinvent my life and career. In the process, I
rediscovered my golden thread, my deeper purpose. To find it, I went over every job, hobby, and success I’d had. I unpacked
my stories and looked for the skills, roles and how I’d built my expertise over time. As I reconnected to my sense of passion
and purpose, my golden thread revealed itself. It was woven through the tapestry of my life! Finding it again grounded me
and my heart, soul, and mind opened up to find hope for my future. My life was a blank canvas and I had the paint brush!
And so began my new beginning.
I’m so grateful my life fell apart back then. I
wouldn’t be where I am if it hadn’t. Helping clients
find their golden thread is one of my favorite things
to do! It’s invaluable for branding, career transition
and reinvention. What’s your golden thread?

www.thrivecoachservices.com
christine@thrivecoachservices.com
Illinois –– USA

www.thrivecoachservices.com
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BE YOUR OWN CHANGE AGENT
Leaving Behind the Drama Queen
By Karel Hadacek
We all know a drama queen. She always has something going on; there’s one crisis after
another. These people always seem to have a problem that gets their outrage all worked up. It
may be their own problem or a cause they’ve adopted as their own - and they love to talk about
it. Now I understand that we have challenges and difficulties; that’s not exactly what I mean. I’m
talking about the people who seem to thrive on having a problem to talk about. A loved one has a health condition? Well,
the better to tell all her friends so that they can sympathize with her. These types of people thrive on the attention and
energy that they get from others when they talk about their problems. It’s like the problems are the bait, and they attract
others’ energy to the drama queen.
If an honest appraisal makes you think that this could be you – on occasion anyway – what do you do about it? First, I would
suggest that you minimize the emotional power you give your problems or causes. Deal with the facts, but try to avoid
catastrophizing. I know that’s hard, as I’ve been there myself, but until something happens, it just lets a potential steal all my
energy from my here and now – my actual.
It’s up to me to build my inner resilience so I can handle whatever comes up. Once I recognize that I can handle it, one way
or another, my problems feel smaller. Drama queens seem afraid of everything. If they are honest with themselves, this
might not even be true, but a grab for attention or the adrenalin of the emotional ride.
Second, get some perspective. My youngest daughter recently slid on the ice and ripped her car’s fender. She called home,
and we had the standard questions: Are you okay? Do you need some help? Are you able to get home? There was no
yelling and no recriminations. We’ve had the 2:00 a.m. call from the emergency room with an older child who had been in a
severe car accident. We are so grateful that this accident was a mere fender-bender! The ice makes it hard to stop; enough
said. We fixed up the car and moved on. We are just relieved that it wasn’t worse.
When my cat was diagnosed with a severe illness, I was concerned but didn’t go into drama mode. It’s treatable, at least for
now. I’ve been sent to the vet’s “comfort room” to euthanize a pet for an untreatable illness. It gives me perspective about
what’s a crisis and what’s just a problem.
If your crises are an excuse to avoid the deep
problems in your life – the ones you’re ashamed of
and don’t want to look at – then you have a
potential path of real, tangible change. Roll up
your sleeves and get to work. Leave the drama talk
for the onlookers and gawkers.

www.EmbersofLight.com
kdkhadacek@pobox.com
Colorado –– USA

www.EmbersofLight.com
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THE JOURNEY BACK TO SELF
Step by Step
By Kellie Springer
Fear, it’s only a four-letter word but it is mighty powerful. Fear can stop us in our tracks in an
instant and sometimes it derails us for a lifetime. Its whispers speak of disaster and dire
outcomes. The more we spiral inward and downward on its twister-like path the louder it gets
until that is all we can hear. Soon enough fear transforms into another word in our minds, “truth”.
We feel with certainty that fear’s din is the gospel of our lives and we turn away from our aspirations and soulful imaginings
of “what could be” lest we appear foolish for not heeding its warnings.
The scenario above has happened to us all at one time or another but I began a different dance with fear several years
back, and while it continues to try to take the lead in my life I no longer allow it to grandstand on the dance floor. That’s not
to say I don’t offer a listening ear to what it has come to share but today I listen to it with interest instead of seeking
direction. When I listen with curiosity I find that fear is my misguided friend, it truly only wants to protect me but it has
received its information from my traumatic past and my wounds, not from my soul.
When I turn my mind’s eye to the callings of my soul I feel liberated, purposeful and alive. My soul cares not for my
credentials and expertise in the realm of my dreams but only asks, “Why not?” Fear, of course, attempts to highjack the
conversation with plausible reasons as to how I am lacking but my soul only smiles and assures me none of that is
important, nor is anyone else better suited than me. “What is of importance,” says my soul,” is the willingness to try despitedespite the perceived imperfection of me and my qualifications. That’s all that is required, willingness.”
“But how?” I cry out. I want to know the plan and actions that lie before me to get from here to there. “Step by step,” offers
my soul. And I understand that it is the willingness combined with just one step that is the recipe of many more steps to
come and a purpose fulfilled.
That is exactly how I have proceeded in writing my
memoir, Relentless: A Journey of Forgiveness, how I
seek to promote it and how I continue to move
forward in my life’s choices. Each time I doubt my
suitability or worthiness I repeat the mantra of my
soul, “Why not?” When my mind attempts to devise
an entire map of my path I halt and simply focus on
that one step that I am to take next.
That is how I’ve walked the journey of a million
miles. Perhaps it’s time for you to get to steppin’
too? Be well and happy.

www.anamcarakellie.com
kellie@anamcarakellie.com
Pennsylvania –– USA

www.anamcarakellie.com
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RISE AND THRIVE
The 4C’s of Life
By Sónia Trejo
Challenges, Choice, Chance, Change.
Life Presents Challenges. You Must Make The Choice.
To Take The Chance. If You Want Anything In Life To Change.
Turn on the news and you’ll get an earful of how bad things are, not only in your community but also around the world. Head to
the coffee shop and conversations will battle for your attention as folks around you discuss their woes. In fact, as I stood in line
patiently waiting to order my “Triple Tall Almond Milk Latte,” I noticed the gentleman in front of me, newspaper in hand shaking
his head side2side. I just couldn’t resist asking in my most cheerful post yoga voice: “Any Good News today?” He chuckled as he
replied “Nah, same bad news, different day. It's enough to make you want to bury your head in the sand. It’s a bad habit.”
The dialog continued as we slowly made our way towards the counter to order our morning brew. He asked, How about you?
Perfect invitation to share my 4C’s of Life! Yes, these are uncertain times that are creating Challenges for humanity. Within those
challenges we have Choices. I’ve chosen to start my day by replacing the bad news habit with the positivity habit! In fact one of
the assignments I give my clients is to start or end each day by listing the things they’re grateful for.
If something is always going wrong, rest assured something is also going right. The trick is to focus on the things that are
working. So take the Chance of making a list of the things that are going right in your life, in your business and in your
relationships. Print the list and hang it in a place where you often feel overwhelmed. When negative thoughts begin to creep in,
take a glance at your list. Read it aloud if it helps. Absorb it and change your thoughts.
Surround yourself with things that you love and people that support you. Emotions are contagious. When the people around you
are negative, it’s easy to become negative, too. However, the contrary is also true. When you’re surrounded by positive people, it’s
much easier to feel positive. Change your surroundings and change your life.
When it comes to maintaining a positive attitude, it can be a real challenge during the tough times. Small things matter and can
make a big difference. Take care of yourself.
Surround yourself with people and things that make
you smile and remember to focus on what is good in
your life.
He wrote down my 4C’s in life rules. Understanding
that Challenges present the opportunity to make the
Choice to take the Chance to create the Change in
his life, his business, his community, and our world.
This is the trickle-down, pay-it-forward effect that
creates global change! I invite you to share the
conversation!

www.SoniaTrejo.com
Sonia@soniatrejo.com
California –– USA
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“When you’ve done the very best that you know to do … Stop. Breathe deeply. Say a Prayer and keep the faith!”
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~ Sibyl English

ALL ARTICLE WRITERS &
SUBSCRIBERS ARE INVITED!

www.Stepinsidethemagic.com

Come join us!
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GODDESS TEMPLES OF GOLDEN LIGHT
Goddess of Abundance Mother Nature
By Linda Jarrett
It’s a little sad to think that abundance these days means money to so many people but its true.
We live on a beautiful planet, and its very important to make the most of nature. Our planet is
abundant with trees, flowers, bushes, and plants of all descriptions. We have oceans, rivers,
lakes, and mountains all playing a part of mother earths energy. Mother earths abundance is
mother nature, in her all encompassing beauty.
We need to listen to mother nature with her changing four seasons including summer and winter, the seasons are great
teachers to us, as she as she opens up and closes down. In summer we have carefree days, bathing in warm sunshine,
living in the moment, then we have winter a time of reflection, a time of slowing down. We have complete trust in her, so
why not have complete trust in ourselves? If you plant flowers for example daffodils, the bulbs will yield flowers that will
return to blossom each and every year, much like our souls.
Mother nature is truly abundant, continually showering us with gifts of her beauty, all she asks of us is to respect, love and
care for her in the same way that we would like someone to respect, love and care for us. It is a responsibility to love the
beauty we have around us, to be a guardian of this planet, it is our duty to be respectful of mother nature. Sometimes she
shows us her strength, as she can cause earthquakes, floods, tsunamis and so forth. We may think we are in control but
actually we are not, she is the one in charge.
The need/greed for abundance can come from our insecurities and personal lack of prosperity or what we think is
prosperity? The illusion that the grass is greener on the other side, giving us the idea that its important to have money
and possessions and that this makes us happy is untrue. Far from it, sometimes its the people with not much money that
are the happiest and most contented people. Happiness is a state of mind, if you are happy and work from your heart
then that’s the very best you can be. Its important to find a balance between work and play, to find time for yourself doing
what you enjoy and find relaxing.
So take some time to walk, cycle, or run appreciating mother nature and all that she has to offer you. Touch the trees,
smell the roses and breathe in the fresh air all
around you and get that good to be alive feeling.
Do not worry about money as when you connect
to the universe you will get exactly what you need
and always at the right time.
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In life, there’s no greater circumstance than a blank canvas –– allowing us to paint from the reference
of Spirit and Soul. Fear not what you can not see; understand, this is faith and opportunity poised
before you with a gift entitled, “You Can Start All Over Again!”. ~ Sibyl English
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WE ARE BUT HUMAN
The Legacy of Grief
By Helen Ollerenshaw
I am sitting here on a sunny autumn day watching Kangaroos graze outside my office window
and hearing the storm clouds rumbling over the mountains in the west. We are in for a storm, as
the clouds gather it reminds me of how quickly our world can change, a joyous happy life can
rapidly become filled with unknowable faces and heartache; how quickly a sunny day can turn into
a stormy night.
Heartache can come in a flash, a phone call, an sudden event, a conversation, a recalled memory or dream, even a life history
shared or future possibility lost can cause heartache. Until it is experienced heartache is hard to explain, it can be a twinge, or
a heaviness, a stabbing pain, or a numbing of the mind and senses, it can make you unable to recognize those that you love or
hear words of kindness, it can have you collapsing to the ground or walking through a thick fog or sticky molasses unable to
move through life.
Heartache brings with it grief and grief is an emotion not only felt with the loss of a person, grief can be felt with the loss
of a pet, a treasured object, a job, a friendship or relationship, it can even come from knowing that we have not lived the life
we expected or dreamed of as a young woman. Grief has many faces and many costumes and many of them are not
shrouds of black.
A wise person once told me grief was a selfish emotion and perhaps this is true. I think that it can be if it is held on to tightly
or used to gather others around us for years or manipulate others to our care and needs without concern for their lives. But I
wonder is it selfish to recognize the loss of relationships, is it selfish to feel the release of another soul as it finds its way back
home, is it selfish to feel another’s pain in their toughest of moments in life, I don’t think so, it is really a moment of great love
and growth.
For me grief provides two opportunities the first is to recognize that no matter your spiritual or religious beliefs grief is the
recognition that never again across all of time and space will we ever be able to experience that soul as that person and this
relationship as it was right now, never never ever.
And the second is to give the space to recover and
reorder your life to know that it is ok to step away
from the demands and business of life and give
yourself time to give thanks for the past, to
integrate life experiences and to open the door to
a different world, one where there is new life, new
joys to be found and new opportunity.
We are spirits having a human experience and grief
is many of these in the tapestry of life, to feel grief
is to know love.
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Today I’m going to consciously choose to add to the depth of my understanding by viewing things and people
without names, shape or form. Lord, teach me Spirit and Spirit alone. ~ Sibyl English
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VALIDATION FROM A POSITIVE PERSPECTIVE
Tension Can Damage Your Life
By Ann Peckham
Do you have trouble sleeping and is your digestion is upsetting you? Are you tense and irritable
often through the day whether that is with the children or with other drivers on the road? Tension
is a form of stress and that that plays havoc with your health and happiness. There is only a
stream of goodness and abundance on this planet and the only reason that you experience
anything other than that is because you are inadvertently blocking the stream. We do this every time we have a negative
thought, doubt, worry, get angry or irritable. This is so much part of day to day life that these feelings have become the
default. Now is the time to wake up to this fact, and consciously choose to feel as good as possible all the time. That
becomes really easy once you have released the knot at the gate of abundance. You may be wondering where and what
that is and how to find the gate.
Most of us have perpetual tension, as a knot, blocking this gateway. It is located around the area of the Solar Plexus, just
around the belly button. It is not your fault as this starts when we are young children when we are happily playing and
suddenly we are told “NO”, this instantly causes us to freeze and in the process to tense up and tighten our bellies. This
happens so frequently when we are little and it is then reinforced through school that it becomes part of who we are.
It is possible to release that seemingly permanent tension knot but most never know how different it can feel without the
tension. I had that tension knot all my young life and it was only when a friend did something to me in Milton Keynes Market
many years ago that enabled me to feel so different that I determined to discover how to feel that way always. I spent many
years discovering that and now I feel fabulous all the time. You will be able to know what it feels like too if you can be
helped to release it even if it’s only for a minute or two. Once you know what it feels like to have that knot removed you will
feel such an amazing rush of bliss and warmth that you will want it permanently too. I can provide you with the tools to keep
that gate open permanently.
Would you like to know what it feels like to have
the tension knot released even if it is only for a
few minutes? I offer an initial coaching session so
that you can experience what it feels like. We will
then know if we are suited to work with each other
as I will offer the support to gently assist the
transition from a tension fuelled reactionary life
until the new level has been established enough
to be self-generating.
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YOUR REMARKABLE LIFE, YOUR WAY
What’s Your Creative Choice?
By Veronica Strachan
I've had many people tell me they are not creative because they can’t paint, write, sing or dance.
Yet I’ve seen small pieces of code create an app that brings a tear to your eye as it helps another
human being live a better life. My own creative mission is to help everyone I meet to be inspired
to live the purpose and meaning their lives so that they can be the best they can be, and live a
better life. I move people from I can't to I can.
I believe with every breath we take we can recreate ourselves. Being creative connects us to our soul and using our
imagination is our human birthright. To make anything new is creative, even if you take something someone else has done
and do something new with it, giving it your own stamp.
My creativity was stifled for a long time. It eked out an existence writing briefs and leading complex projects, but it was
getting all mouldy on the back burner. It wasn’t until I gave myself permission to write just for me that I realised how out of
touch I was with expressing my creativity. It took me a long time to get it back into shape. Your creativity needs lots of
practice to keep it healthy. Begin scheduling some creative time in your calendar every day, it will definitely ramp up the joy
in your life.
You can practice creating your own story. Here’s how mine goes. Once upon a time there was a little girl who loved stories
and wanted to be a writer. She lived with her family in an ordinary house in an ordinary town. While everyone around her
expected her to grow up ordinary, the little girl had other ideas. She wanted to be extraordinary, she wanted to write and
transport her readers to other worlds, to places where they could forget the everyday and be whoever they wanted to be.
She waited a long, long, time, eventually having children of her own, and letting her writing dreams get old and dusty. But
then one day she decided she had waited long enough. So she sat down and wrote a book. The book did exactly as she had
dreamed, it changed people’s lives, transported them to a world where they could feel hope and courage, and a brand new
remarkable life. She was a writer.
Now it’s your turn. Take out some paper and re-write the story inserting your words and wishes. Once upon a time there
was a little girl who wanted to be [insert your dream here and keep going]. You being creative is you putting your unique
mark on the world, on your life, adding to your repertoire, your brand. No one else does it quite like you. You owe it to
yourself to unleash your creative light and put it
out into the world so that other people can see
the possibilities too.
What will you create today?
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The attraction of our Light connected with the essence of your Light! And so it is ...
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JIGGLING, JUGGLING AND STRUGGLING
I’m a Lioness
By Elspeth Vines
I roar. I’m a lioness. I’m always disappointed when a squeaky little miaow comes out, but it will
become a roar one day. There’s the dog, but he’s really a jackal and I am going to hunt him and
destroy him. I stand on my hind legs, waving my paws in the air, intimidating him, but he takes no
notice. Perhaps he didn’t see me.
My owner approaches, calling me Puss. I think that’s a nickname for ferocious lion. She’s a lioness too. She proves it by
wearing a furry coat and stalking the streets, hunting prey. She finds it, too, and cleverly packages it in little cans just for me.
Last week she caught chickens, and tonight I’ll eat the trout she caught with her bare hands in the stream. She was going out
with a lion a while ago, who wore a big furry mane around his coat collar. He was my enemy, as my owner is mine alone, so I
was very pleased when she roared at him one day and told him to get lost. He did, too, as I never saw him again.
I see a pterodactyl flying through the air! I must catch it, to prove my worth as a lioness. I chase it and eventually trap it. I eat
it, enjoying the slightly dusty-tasting snack. My owner called it a moth, but it was really a pterodactyl. The jackal is asleep in
his dog basket, but I’ll wait until revenge is sweetest.
I wash frequently, as lionesses become very dusty in the jungle. I make sure I sit as closely to my owner as I can to teach her
how it’s done, but she keeps going to the bathroom to stand under a waterfall instead of washing like me. She must be one
of those swimming lionesses, to catch so much of the salmon and trout to put into my cans. She even has a picture of me on
every can, stripes and all.
By the end of the day even lionesses become tired. I lie on the back of the sofa, which is really a tree. Just as I’m dozing
off, my owner picks me up to cuddle me. Lionesses need to cuddle each other, for comfort and support. She has a
glass of wine in her hand, and I keep miaowing at her to tell her it’s not the right color for milk, but I think she’s a bit
deaf, as she doesn’t seem to hear me. I curl up in
her arms as she sips her wine, and ... oh, yes!
She’s doing that wonderful scratchy thing
behind my ears; I love that! I purr louder and
louder, and she keeps scratching behind my
ears. Oh, it feels so good! I stretch a bit, hoping
for a tummy rub. I get it. I relax further, sinking
into her arms, and tomorrow we’ll hunt together
for antelope and attack the jackal ... and ...
and ... I sleep.
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BELIEVE IN THE COSMIC ESSENCE OF YOUR HIGHEST SOUL-SELF
There’s so much more to you than what you think you know!
Believe. Listen … and choose to evolve NOW !!!
~ Sibyl English, Founder of Sibyl Magazine
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WHEN DID I DIE INSIDE?
Love Yourself More, Not Less
By Theresa Nutt
As I scan the world, I notice that many people are not able to live with an open heart. As a
result, I advocate that we all stop turning away from ourselves when our thoughts or emotions
challenge us. And instead turn inward to love the one who is thinking or feeling these challenging
thoughts. This approach is not what I learned growing up and I am guessing you had a similar
experience. Most of us were taught as children to turn away from ourselves or be embarrassed by "negative emotions" or
"negative thoughts." All this approach does is create more tension and anxiety when our nervous systems are already
overstimulated.
What if each time you worried, grew anxious or afraid, or felt yourself shrinking in some way your response was to love
yourself more, not less? Here's a way to make it easy. Let's use the example of worry. When you worry, think of the opposite
emotion or state of mind, which to me is peace of mind. As you notice yourself worrying, put your hand on your heart and
tell yourself that you are blessed with peace of mind. When you are anxious or afraid, decide the opposite and then put your
hand on your heart and tell yourself that you are blessed with that energy.
The formula is simple. The practice will literally transform your life one challenging thought or emotion at a time. This is selfcompassion in action. Because you are loving what arises and never abandoning yourself in the midst of a difficult or
challenging mental or emotional circumstance.
The truth is, we are experiencing a huge energetic paradigm shift. And this shift is about not turning away from and not
denying who you are. It's not “more spiritual” to internally berate
yourself when you have a challenging thought or emotion. There is
not a laundry list of things to do that make you worthy of spiritual
grace and mercy. Any of those ideas are old paradigm thinking. It’s
time to set outdated ideas aside.
Part of this new paradigm is the sense that there is a laser beam on
many of our old unconscious ways of being the world. These
unconscious ways of being are becoming more transparent and in
our faces, so the patterns can be brought to light and transformed
once and for all. It might feel scary and overwhelming, but your
ability to work gently with yourself, instead of harshly, will change
how easily you move through this process.
If you truly want to see changes in your life and start to attract
more of what you are seeking - your true heart's desires - then
begin to love yourself more. Because, the more love you extend to
yourself, the more love you radiate out in the world. And in turn,
the more you touch the lives of others without doing anything
special. Which in turn, creates a life that supports and nurtures you
and your highest energetic vibration.
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WHEN CHANGE KNOCKS
Why Me? Why You? Why Now?
By Patricia M. Kelley
Each one of us is exactly where our thoughts, beliefs and actions have led us. Our thought
patterns, conscious and unconscious, and their consequential expression in our lives have
brought us to this point. As scary as that can be, it also offers the ultimate liberation. Those
same powerful and insidious patterns of thought that have attracted havoc or less than
desirable circumstances into our lives, can be changed almost instantly.
Once we come to grips with our own responsibility for our lives, and accept this as truth, we are then able to free
ourselves from the associated guilt and fears that hold us hostage. We can then choose differently. We can choose to live
a life that is on purpose and in perfect alignment with our reason for being here on this planet, for this lifetime—at this
exact time in history. As hostages, we live small, fear filled lives. As on purpose, Spirit filled Souls, we are limitless.
We each have what I call, a Divine Compass. While our lives may appear to be zigging and zagging, our Divine Compass
is set to draw us back to our destined path when we get lost, or fall off track. It knows where we are going and how to
best get us there. Imagine your “maximum potential life” where North on a compass usually appears. You can go many
different directions, take dozens of different trails, but the minute you feel lost, it is there to guide you back on track.
When we veer off course, it is Cosmically engineered to urge us back towards our Divine direction—a governor of sorts.
Just like we might put a speed governor on a teenager’s car to prevent them from getting into trouble while learning to
drive, our Divine Compass will keep us headed in the direction of our Truth. It will assist us in staying aligned with our
purpose and help us accomplish our reason for being in our human bodies at this time on our beautiful planet.
Our Divine Compass is integrated into our soul’s metaphorical DNA. It is the Spirit of All That Is within us. It is this Loving
Force that wants us to succeed, to be everything, to have everything that is within our Divine Right to be, do and have.
Our lives were never meant to be without
discord, or without difficulties. Our problems
are what open us up to our Higher Selves.
Problems make us available to our maximum
potential life, which never quits calling us,
although the pain may seem unbearable at
times. There would be no need to be here on
Planet Earth if everything was perfect, if we
were perfect.
This Divine Compass is not meant to take us in
a straight line, or to control us. It simply
lovingly supports us in reaching our potential.
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RECLAIM YOUR TRUE SELF
Heading Towards the Life You Want
By Jen Froome
Let’s inspire you to bring your true brilliance to the world in some way. Be kind to yourself and
keep yourself accountable. Live your life from reciprocity by giving of yourself in a healthy way,
follow your passion and allow yourself to receive so that you can keep a balanced heart, mind
and soul. Create order and bring beauty into your life in some form. Zen your space, keep things
tidy with love in your heart. External order and beauty will assist with your inner sense of you. Make your working and living
space beautiful and balanced by cleaning it out to create and maintain order. This builds self-esteem and creates a space for
good things to come to you.
Connecting with nature can assist you to come back to you. Viewing nature reminds us of the cycle of life, death and the miracles
of evolution, which you are part of. Look to the sky and take in the horizon, remind yourself of the bigger picture. Understand
others’ personality types and honor them and yourself for your differences. You each have something to offer the other. Apologize
for your mistakes and forgive others and yourself. Get guidance and learning to change your life.
Work out what you love and what you don’t love. Focus on the things that you love and do these things. On a daily basis, find
things that you are grateful for and acknowledge and express that gratitude. Connect with friends and community. Look for
inspiration in those people who do extraordinary things and also in those that do simple things in an extraordinary way.
Relax, have fun, laugh lots, and fake it till you make it. The endorphins that are released when you are laughing and having fun are
powerful. These endorphins can lead to a positive outlook, good
health and well-being. Find ways of bringing laughter and fun into
your life, even if it is just for a moment.
Integrity is keeping your word to yourself and to others. You teach
people how to treat you. How you treat yourself deep down is how
others will treat you. Let go of passivity and aggression and embrace
assertiveness.
What you do say and don’t say is being communicated to the world
whether you are aware of it or not. You are constantly sending an
energetic message out there and your message conveys everything
about you, what you believe and how you operate in the world. Be
mindful of this constant flow of communication that you are emitting
by getting your values, intentions, boundaries, beliefs and behaviors
lined up with your authentic self, your True Self.
Know that so many of the challenges that we encounter are to do
with our mindset and our internal programming. Be in charge of your
mindset and use resources to change your programming or find
someone who will do that with you. Find a way to use your
magnificence to serve and contribute to the world in whatever way
you wish.
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THE JOURNEY OF SELF LOVE
Believe In Yourself
By Cheri Ann Revill
Believing in yourself can be a daily struggle, I have to remind myself all the time on all I have
accomplished and how far I have come. For I had to learn to believe in myself again after a long
time of thinking I wasn’t good enough in all areas of my life. Believe that you are strong enough,
that you are capable, the belief in yourself that no matter what challenges you may face on a daily
basis you keep going. This is a mental exercise that with practice you can go into that thought process, that I can overcome
this obstacle, I can get pass this issue, I can pick up the pieces after they have been broken and keep going.
We all have the strength inside us to do anything, we just have to believe that we can. Sometimes we don’t even realize that
we have the capabilities until we have been put into that situation, no matter what it might be, a solution is always found.
Think about previous storms you have weathered and you came out on the other side with everything intact. You may not
have seen how you are going to get through it, but you always kept going. The next thing you know the issue has either
been resolved or it has been taken out of your control and you survived the outcome.
Belief comes from a sense of knowing and trusting in what you know. Listening to others seems to waver our belief in
ourselves. Knowing we are capable, we have the strength and capacity to move forward, to keep going, try and learn new
things, stepping out of our comfort zone will help us to grow. Look at all you have accomplished, your resilience of
overcoming all that has happened to you so far in this lifetime and you are still standing. You can do it and it is that mental
confirmation you have to give yourself every day that you can do it, you can do anything but don’t forget, don’t be afraid to
ask for help.
We all need help from time to time and that requires strength and courage to know when you need to ask for it, you are not
alone there is always someone willing to help either with information or practical experience. Be with people who believe in
you, encourage and praise you on your accomplishments and not judge you on your mistakes. Those who drag you down
have issues about their own belief system and are
unable to give positive reinforcement to anyone,
especially themselves. Tomorrow is a new day to
start believing in yourself, change your thought
www.Happinesswithease.com
processes to more positive ones and believe that
you are capable of all that life brings your way.
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Let us all continue in the forward movement of personal self-development –– remaining aware
and awake to the evolutionary process of love and peace in our heart and in the world.
~ Sibyl English
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NAVIGATING YOUR JOURNEY
Breathing Awareness
By Debra Ross
Your body is smart… smarter than we give it credit for sometimes. The body knows what it
needs… when it needs it… and can even compensate to a certain degree when it’s lacking
something. But you must listen with your heart… and not your head.
Take breathing for instance…One would naturally think… that breathing is something that
automatically occurs and we don’t have to think much about it… right? WRONG… Breathing is a learned behavior… and is
affected by your environment… every day occurrences… either in a negative way… or a positive way. But the good news is… it
can easily be corrected when it begins to become improper.
I believe that our health begins with our breathing… I always have… and that is one thing that will never change… but the
modalities… that I use… and the journey each individual has can be… and is different. I recently asked some of my clients to
explain in their own words what it’s like to be on an intuitive healing/coaching call with me… and this is what they said…
Debra is completely non-judgmental… She listens… I mean truly listens and is very intuitive. She is genuinely positive… a
genuineness that comes from her heart… and cannot be faked. She has a real energy about her that cannot be put into
words… She is always fully engaged in our conversation and you never feel like she would like to be somewhere else. She is
trust worthy… and I know that anything that is said during our sessions will never be repeated or used against me in any way.
Debra has a way of encouraging you… uplifting you… and gently guiding you. My call is always tailored and specific to what is
going on with me. Just talking with Debra is very healing… and calming. She is always straightforward… and simple. You are
never rushed with Debra… in fact she will slow you down… and usually that is much needed.
Our bodies are smart… but they didn’t come with written instructions. That’s where I come in… I use my God given gifts to
either assist… or teach you how to listen. Some individuals want to learn how… others prefer to allow me to listen for them.
What has your body been trying to tell you about your breathing? Have you been listening… or ignoring what your body is
trying to tell you?
Just the very simple act of checking in on your breathing can be huge. On the 3rd of every month I remind people to check in
on their breathing… I call it “Breathing Awareness Day”. It’s my way of helping people to become more aware of their
breathing… and how their breathing affects them.
When you stop and think about it… Life is really
simple…but we insist on making it complicated.
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A TREASURE FOUND WITHIN
‘Part’ in the Whole Journey
By Sandra Mattucci
A part in a Whole? Of a journal?
While walking ‘The Way,’ a journal carried the voice of the Tree within me. With a sense of deep
reverence for all creation, my body included, I wrote in its pages. A lyrical melody played in me,
danced in me, sang in me. Through all kinds of weather, the story blossomed into being.
The temple---my body a living Tree woven in this earth took on life. It was drawn to the sun’s warmth as I walked. My
toes, life’s roots, curl through the mud giving thanks to my soles which hold them allowing them to linger in the soft
blanket of grass. My soles celebrate my heels--- the strong base providing me the strength to stand. My heels embrace
my ankles in a passionate hold. They are the soft part of the branch that flexes giving mobility to the root system of this
temple…this Divine being. My ankles support my calves---those muscular barrels holding the knees. The knees carry the
weight of this tree’s ‘top’ and allow the roots to dig deeper and deeper (especially my injured knee broken, yet firm)
finding a way to continue to grow. The knees embrace the quads---the trunk of this sacred tree. They hold this dwelling
place, and even if moved, the trunk holds a place sustaining the pelvis, tender areas, protected by bark and climbing into
the stomach---the storage bin for nutrients sustaining this ‘being’ day in and day out.
Above the stomach, front and back---the core…the heart center of SACRED MYSTERY. It beats within the cage of ribs
held by the spine allowing this shoot to bend and sway. The breast plate---the chest adds dimension to this living,
breathing temple and near to it on both sides---arms. Arms (branches) are instruments used for gathering, caring,
holding, pulling, embracing and stretching. The arms, when at rest, can be seen in the posture of hands held in prayer.
The neck bends sometimes ‘upward’ in awe, and at times ‘downward’ in humility, giving thanks for what so often is
forgotten and no longer remembered.
Finally we arrive at the head---the compass of endless directions. The mouth an instrument of speech is often
overlooked in its quest to embrace the gentleness of ‘quiet.’ The nose captures myriads of scents and is an enabler to
ward off danger. The ears invite all to hear…to
listen. Eyes are the gateway to light beckoning
us to gaze upon the dwelling place of the MOST
HIGH. The crown once enlightened, trusts none
of anything would be if the roots (toes) inching
into the soils of time did not continue to feed off
creation’s very presence---birthing, groaning and
laboring every single day.
This temple…my body---a part, a TREE uprooted
finding LIFE in being human.
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“And when at last we decide to learn and grow … the Universe agrees and says, YES!”
~Sibyl English
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RETURNING THE GIFT
Fade to Grey
By Julie M. Hutchin
After training in Wu Style Tai Chi Chuan for ten years, I felt confident enough to teach my own
classes. I was accustomed to feeling thirty or so bodies warming up together. Faces gradually
blending in front of me, coalescing and changing with the energy. The same happened as I
taught my own students. Leading them through the warm-up sequence and later as they moved
as one unit doing their Form, everything seemed to fade to grey.
As an Online Training Assessor, I investigated the use of technology to connect with those in other, often isolated, locations. I
put together a Tai Chi program suitable for training via Skype. The program consisted of weekly classes via Skype over a six
to seven month period. YouTube videos could be emailed to non-local students, and DVDs sent through the mail were also
available. At the end of the program, the student would make a video of the warm up sequence and of the Tai Chi Form,
upload it to YouTube, and email it to me for grading. Could I really make this work? Could a student in another part of the
world have that fade to grey experience during online training?
Finally, I had my first international online student. We discussed the program, agreeing that it was a trial run and with the
understanding that we’d be dealing with a lot of glitches. We were both excited to get started and more than willing to work
through whatever challenges might arise.
And arise they did. I had to become familiar with time zones in the USA. My student was 17 hours behind me in Australia—
Tuesday afternoon at 4:30 p.m. for her, 7:30 a.m. Wednesday morning for me. The internet, as wonderful as it is, doesn’t
always cooperate. High winds, turbulent weather, or some days just plain old internet contrariness caused wobbly voices,
pixilated faces, or frozen screens. Skype and Windows updates at the moment we were to connect also tried to stump us.
This in addition to those who told me it was impossible to teach Tai Chi online—that we had to be in the same room to feel
the chi.
Ignoring all of the naysayers, we began our sessions. Just teaching, forgetting the platform, week after week we worked
together. Giving the student just a little more to practice during each session, I was able to gently guide, correct and advise.
There is a great responsibility when you have the energy of another in your trust. The energy flowed from me to her and
back to me, and as it did, we would fade to grey.
To be able to share a gift brings enormous joy. The
proof that online training works came when I
received assessment videos taken by my student’s
family.
I watched with delight as she moved
through her Form while her grey cat entwined itself
in, out and around her legs, changing and
coalescing with my student and the energy and
ultimately fading to grey.
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Let the joy of my Beingness say hello to the world with no expectations in return at all. ~ Sibyl English
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ON THE PATH TO FREEDOM
The Mother ‘Lode’ ––
By Sue Zbornik
My Mom is crying, her forearms braced on a market cart. She asks through her tears if I always
hurt other people’s feelings. While I was choosing a lovely wedge of Parmesan cheese she was
crumpled over the watermelons, waiting for my return.
Surprisingly anger shoots through me, a familiar feeling this year. It is not just any anger. It is
anger I carried throughout my childhood, and am only beginning to release. While my younger sisters had their wild
tantrums, I was instead the dutiful daughter. We all knew our roles and upheld them. I was not the angry one.
At the market, I interpret my mother’s words to mean I was somehow responsible for her current distress. Perhaps because
earlier, on our way to the market, I’d requested some quiet time in the car or, as we walked into the market, I recall being
short with her. In other years, these would have been plausible explanations. Instead today, I answer her flatly: “Actually,
no. I do not always hurt the feelings of others.”
I experience a small victory as I stand calmly in front of my mother. Although there is a nugget of guilt unrolling at the back
of my throat, I am compassionate with myself. Surprisingly, the ball of guilt does not grow. I am doing the best I can. I am
learning a new role.
So, here’s the thing. I admire and am grateful for my mother. She is creative, energetic, generous. She has a sound mind and
takes good care of herself and her home. She is actively involved with her family and in her community. But this year I find
myself compelled to finally reconcile the truths of a sexually violated childhood.
My older brother was the perpetrator of this violence, to myself and my two younger sisters. We never spoke about this
abuse until I was an adult. There was a code of silence in our family, and my loving parents were the guardians of that code.
As a child, I was sensitive, but unable to express my feelings. I knew there was love in our household, but also there was not
a place to affirm that something so hideous could also be occurring at the same time. All children need an adult to validate
such abuses as being wrong. That didn’t happen.
Lately, I have been panning for the gold in my life.
I sense that I am closing in on something of great
value in this relationship with my mother. I pay for
my Parmesan and we settle into the car for the ride
home. Mom is still crying. She opens a book and
starts reading. I decide the most loving thing I can
now do is take care of myself. It is not for me to
stop, move or fix her feelings. Only she can do
that. I do wish for her happiness. I notice the ball
of guilt has disappeared. I start the car and we
head for home.

www.findyourhappetite.com
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SPEAK YOUR TRUTH – SHARE YOUR JOURNEY – BE A PART OF WORLD HEALING
The road toward manifesting your healing, validating yourself and finding your own personal truth is what
DOING THE WORK is all about! –– Sibyl English, Founder of Sibyl Magazine: For the Spirit and Soul of Woman
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HEARTFULNESS IS KEY!
Lessons from the Mountains
By Laurie Bartley
This morning, I hiked to the top lookout of a local mountain park. There are many routes to that
lookout, and I chose a challenging one. Well, challenging for me, at least. I have not been to this
elevation, although I have been on many of the outlying trails.
There were twists and turns, and many places where I couldn’t see where the path led. There were
steep portions of the trail, where my breathing became more labored and where I could feel the heat building in my legs
and lungs as I walked. And there were spaces of rest and repose, allowing my breathing and body sensations to return to
more normal levels.
There are groomed spots, and places where small rocks, pine cones, and even branches cross the path. I noticed animal
tracks that had hardened in the earth, a gentle reminder of another presence in the days before when the path was moist.
And although the animal was long past, its memory was preserved – at least for the time being – for those whose awareness
was directed to the imprints.
And suddenly, there it was. A long staircase cut into a particularly steep portion of the path. A fleeting thought of "why, oh
why did I choose this trail" flickered in my mind; followed closely by "just take one step at a time, you'll get there". And as I
took each step, it occurred to me how this is a terrific metaphor for life. Traversing times where you are unsure where each
step will take you, but trusting that step after step towards some new destination was necessary, or important, or inspired.
Or not. Complacency or standing still could have been chosen. Or retracing steps back to a familiar place, but missing all
the wonder and beauty and surprise and anticipation of what lies beyond.
Even though many before had taken this path, their steps did not land in the exact places as mine. Their pace and stride and
in fact the particulars of the trail itself were likely similar, but not the same. They may or may not have noticed the trees, other
landscapes, or animal tracks that I did today. They may have noticed completely different – but equally beautiful –
surroundings. Sadly, they may have not noticed the beauty at all. The journey may have been completely lost in anticipation
of the goal to arrive at the lookout.
When I got to the top and took refreshing and deep breaths in gratitude and wonder and admiration for the majesty of the
view, I noticed what I believe was my most profound lesson of all.
There, at the top of the Apex Summit, the focus of the journey, the highlight of the trail, I noticed there was so much more
magic and beauty to discover. And isn’t that how life is? We are led to the awareness that even a magnificent summit can
be a stepping stone.

www.heartcenteredliving.ca
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Unlock Your Soul Treasure and Shine
Are You Using Your Love Stamps?
By Bobbe Bramson
So here’s a story for you…the kind you just can’t make up; a true story that demonstrates how
when the Universe wishes to make a point It will do so in sometimes startling and miraculous
ways. It happened to me, for me, like this…
I am wrapping a gift for a friend in beautiful paper, tying it with shimmering ribbons, immersed in the joy of creation. I ask
my angels to help pick the perfect card for her and also ask guidance for what to write. I find myself transported into
sacred space as a poem flows through me. I am filled with a luminous feeling of love that continues to radiate throughout
my being as I drive to the post office.
There is a line and only one clerk, but I remain completely unruffled. Still filled with Love Radiance, I’m peacefully content to
be exactly where I am. The girl ahead of me goes up to the clerk, anxiously rocking up and down on the balls of her feet,
barraging him with questions. His face tightens up and closes as she pesters him. Finally she leaves and it’s my turn. I am
radiating Love as I walk over and before even a word is spoken there’s a shift in his energy. We are enjoying a friendly,
relaxed exchange when a new clerk comes in and helps the next woman on line.
She says in a loud voice “No, Joe. Don’t give me any of those love stamps!” Wait a minute…did she really just say that?!
Then she adds this: “These are bills.” I can’t believe my ears. I
experience a moment of indecisiveness. Should I say
something… or not? I end up following a strong pull to voice a
different perspective. I say something like: “Excuse me…Just a
thought… But perhaps if you DID buy those love stamps and put
them on your bills, you might just be surprised at how much love
and abundance will return to you with many times over what you
sent out and in ways you might not expect.”
Looking at me like I’m from Mars she replies “Not these. These
are for doctors.” With that I’m quite literally stunned into silence.
I feel like I’m a character in some divinely orchestrated learning
skit perfectly designed to show the stark contrast between two
disparate world views, Love and Not-Love.
Outside I take a deep breath and give thanks. I give thanks for
my awareness of the beauty, love, and good that is all around me
when I take the time to tune into it. I also have a more sobering
awareness that the majority of people are still stuck in
unconscious states of misery, lack, victimization, and pain.
Though I’ll never know, I find myself hoping that her encounter
with me brought a small glimmer of possibility to her world.
Who knows, maybe someday she’ll even use love stamps.
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Wisdom is key on the road to wholeness, healing and happiness! ~ Sibyl English
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INTUITIVELY WALKING THE MYSTIC SHAMAN PATHWAY
Shadow Dancing with the Intuitive Shapeshifter
By Lynn Solang Smith
Recently, I learnt more about my shadow side than I could’ve imagined as I journeyed through our
super-hot Aussie summer with a dislocated right elbow and fractured wrist. As an independent,
solo, naturally right-handed person, this rocked me to my core forcing me to reach out for
support and healing.
Being ‘confined’ to my wee cottage [without A/C], unable to drive or manage day-to-day practicalities, was intense. I
danced with being scared, confronted and challenged by the deepest senses of vulnerability and aloneness. I really
struggled until I remembered to turn to my Intuitive Shapeshifter.
I endured the extreme heat of inner and outer fires through the hottest summer. With my right arm encased in plaster, I
seemingly burnt from the inside out. My emotions were a ‘wyldely’ spinning pendulum. It took all my courage to traverse
another inner hurdle by seeking help from a couple of friends - having them simply listen to my fears, doubts, pain and
humanness - as I’ve had past experiences trusting folk who betrayed me when I least expected it.
Then my Intuitive Shaman knock, knock, knocked loud and hard on my inner door. I saw flashes of my Wolf spirit ally, and
our shadow dance began. Wolf reminded me of the shamanic teachings she’d taken me through years ago, learning how
to shape-shift. Each night, for 3 weeks, Wolf came to me in my visionary state, showing me how to transform myself from
human to wolf, including learning to differentiate the feeling of the molecules of my human body compared to those of
wolf: a core teaching of shapeshifting.
As she would with any cub, Wolf patiently nurtured my growing processes and experiences. We explored forests, open
meadows, jumping through snow drifts and seeking caves for shelter – metaphors for human states of consciousness. Night
after night I learnt how to respectfully use shapeshifting as a powerful way of enhancing daily living and well-BEing. Then she
began teaching me how to hunt my emotional wounds which brought up great fears that totally overwhelmed me at the time.
When Wolf stepped away I felt a deep sadness, even though I knew she was leaving me to refine my shape-shifting skills.
She’d taught me to use my Wolf senses to gain a very different perspective of the everyday world and the other realms:
transforming from one state of consciousness to another was an essential lesson. Once I embraced the ‘shamanic gift’ of
transformation through fire to burn away my inner dross, I was enabled to transform doubts and fears into new strengths
and deeper perspectives.
Consequently, my Intuitive Shaman brought through my new shapeshifting ally, Rainbow Phoenix, who’s supporting the next
phases of my transformational journeywork. By consciously working with Rainbow Phoenix, I’ve transmuted my woundings,
gaining a deep liberation within. Accepting and
forgiving myself and ‘life’ for those bumpy
uncomfortable times is enriching and freeing.
Today, with the loving encouragement of Wolf and
Rainbow Phoenix, I’m dancing ‘wyldely’ and freely
with life once more.
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ASK AND YOU SHALL RECEIVE
I Gotta Feeling
By Donna Tobey
Life sure is funny! I don’t know about you but I must have reinvented myself a million times over.
As one who is always looking for new life, new opportunities, new ways to understand myself
and grow, I have come to realize each year brings major shifts and changes. It is inevitable. That
old saying that “ignorance is bliss” holds a lot of truth.
Once I receive understanding about limiting beliefs, old patterns or outdated programming, I am compelled to make
changes. I like to think of these changes as a correction. Just as the economy has corrections, we too have opportunities to
correct anything in our life that is not working. How many times have you set off on a course that just didn’t come together
quite right? Maybe the entire project had to be scrapped. Or maybe a few tweaks here and there.
It’s okay, life is fluid, ever changing. Corrections can be challenging OR they can become an adventure in learning. My
preference is the corrections that I initiate by recognizing something that I want to correct instead of finding myself in an
unexpected situation that needs correcting. It is in those moments that I have to be honest with myself and ask, “is it really
unexpected or did I turn a blind eye just a little too long?”
Did I really need to ask that question? For a long time now I have faded in and out of different healthy dietary changes.
Sometimes I am super focused and dedicated. Sometimes, I am not. Each year when I make my list of positive changes, a
hot rockin healthy body tops the list. It’s fine with me if you laugh. I am willing to bet I am not alone in that yearly request.
So, I have asked.
Recently, I received an “unexpected” medical diagnosis that is forcing my hand to change my diet in a VERY big way. An
elimination diet for a few months is the initial protocol with the gradual reintroduction of some foods. As it turns out,
everything I now eat must be nutritionally dense and HEALTHY. I suspect I will learn very much about this topic and more
importantly, about myself.
I am inspired to become creative in the kitchen again melding different vegetables and herbs finding that new perfect food
favorite! I am excited to see and feel the changes in my body. Will any aches and pains caused by inflammation just go
away? What positive transformations will transpire? Will that spark of LIFE return?
I gotta feeling that tonight’s gonna be a good night, a good year and a good life! Instead of focusing on what I can’t have
and what has been lost, I am reframing to what I CAN have and what is FOUND. I suspect this correction will bring new LIFE
in many unexpected ways. Another reinvention leading God knows where for God’s unique purpose.
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DISCOVER YOUR AUTHENTIC SELF
Planting Seeds
By Alma Lightbody
Spring Equinox is a time of new beginnings and regeneration when we plant seeds in
mother earth as well as infuse our energy bodies with renewed spiritual light. There is
also an opportunity to plant seeds of awareness to those living mainly in the physical world.
Recently I was invited to speak at our Yacht Club monthly meeting. The majority of the
people there were not on a spiritual path but were curious enough to stay after the
business part of the meeting to hear what I had to say. I had 30 minutes to share
information on Energy Medicine and how the body speaks.
I started with a familiar topic to them - the ocean. When we look at the ocean all we see
is the water and maybe some waves but there is a whole world beneath that we don’t
see. It is an analogy of our body. What we see is the surface or skin and we don’t pay
attention to the internal organs, networks and especially the spiritual energy systems. I
used pictures of body anatomy, chakras and the auric field as a basic overview.
I then spoke about how we get messages through body symbology if there is a
problem in our internal systems. Even though we can’t physically see what is wrong we
have a chance to deal with it before it is debilitating. I explained the messages we get
come from the location and function of the affected body part. For example: if the gall
bladder, that stores bile, is a problem the issue in our life is ‘bitterness’, but that is only
the messenger. What we really need to fix is ‘what or who are we bitter about.’ When
we tune into that question and solve the issue then the messenger is off the hook and
the problem with the gall bladder is resolved. Going to the source is a spiritual job and
needs focus and intent.
I also talked to them about my own personal experiences and how, when I finally
understood more about body symbology, it provided me with messages and
subsequently opportunities for healing.
We ended with a meditation: I asked them to envision a channel of divine light flowing
into the top of their head following the spinal column down to the tailbone then out to
mother earth. Then guided them to ask for the infusion of earth energy to flow up that
channel mixing with the divine energy and their own energy. From there the light
energy fed every cell in their body and rejuvenated the whole auric field. For a period
of time, they were floating ‘bodies of light’.
When they came back from the meditation to the present there was a total stillness in
the room for several minutes. Like planting seeds in the earth, in 30 minutes I had
‘planted spiritual seeds‘ in the minds of those present. Would interest and curiosity
cause these seeds to germinate and possibly grow? It is up to the Great Mystery!
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WHISPERS FROM THE SAND
Roll Tide Roll
By Sue P. Singleton
The tide rolls in and the tide rolls out. Coastal areas experience two low tides and two high tides
every day. There is wonderful magic in watching the changing of the tides. The movement never
stops as the tides change with perfect timing.
We all experience high tides and low tides in our lives. When the tide is low it is easy to lose focus, passion, to forget your
purpose and maybe to even feel sorry for yourself. Often low tide will show up when one becomes complacent, choosing to
live life not expecting things to be better and just settling for where they are. Why settle for a low tide life when you know
that a high tide is ready to come in?
High tides will often show up when you least expect it and in ways that will surprise and delight you. High tide brings new
ideas, new excitement, new experiences and new ways of thinking about things, people, circumstances and other issues.
What allows the clarity, ideas, inspiration, motivation and other answers to your prayers to come in during the high tide? I
call it reflective blessings that are created in the low tide as you position your spiritual connection closer to God. You can
call it the balance between contrast and clarity as you become clear about what you don’t want and gain understanding
about what you do want. Perhaps your high tide comes in by way of an emotional priority recalibration as you realize and
acknowledge the negative emotions and limiting beliefs you have been focusing and holding on to.
It is important to remember that your life tides are always changing. Truly, everything and everyone around us is always
changing even if we are unwilling to acknowledge it. However it is during the low tides in our lives that we are receptive to
change. It’s the ebb and flow of life. The situation, circumstance or issue is still there, but the way we look at things change.
There is always a hidden beauty for you to discover in the low tide if you open up your heart and mind to discovering it.
Think about a sandcastle that was built during low tide. When the tide turns, grain-sand by grain-sand the sandcastle is
swept out to sea. That’s how it can be for you too as you allow your heart to open up. As the current changes you will
discover that the tide is sweeping away the things that no longer serve your highest and best good.
Life is going to have an occasional rip current. You
can choose to swim with the tide, not against it.
Take the time to embrace the tides in your life and
you will begin to see each tide with new eyes that
will redirect your course and take you to shores
that you never expected. That my friend is riding
the tide of empowerment.
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There was a vision given unto you from the beginning ...
It is up to each of us to wake up and remember everything that
was written within our hearts for the end of our run ––
and then do that which we know to do ... STARTING TODAY!
~ Sibyl English, Founder of Sibyl Magazine
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HEART-CENTERED LIVING
Living Hope
Written by Philomena Chillino
Your stress level is so high that you can’t seem to calm down, stop worrying or stop thinking
about it. It’s keeping you up at night. Sometimes things happen that are beyond your control.
Don’t live hopelessly, but keep “living hope” within your heart.
My husband called me. “Just leaving work now, see you soon, love you.” Minutes later, I get another phone call from him.
He said, “there was a crash, I’m ok, but the young driver is dead, the other driver is seriously injured.” I didn’t know the
extent of the situation other than what he had told me over the phone. “He was not, ok.” It was his adrenaline taking over.
All three drivers were at the wrong place at the wrong time. The young driver who caused the crash, many assumed drugs
or alcohol. That was not the case. He just fell asleep at the wheel, he went head-on into oncoming traffic, which happened
to be my husband and another driver. This young driver was a farm boy who came from a good family, he didn’t even own a
cell phone. Sadly, the other driver even knew the boy’s family. The mental and physical healing process for both victims,
one being my husband, has been long and challenging. The injuries had forced my husband to make some changes.
Owning our own business is challenging in-itself. This car crash really put a damper on his work performance, our income,
paying bills etc., life was out of control. Though we have employees, it was hard for him to delegate more work. He is a
doer, a go-getter, a man who enjoys his work. Things changed. The limited movement from his neck/back injuries, being on
medication for seizures, and in constant physical pain, suddenly life changed. This is a man who never had to go to a doctor.
Over two years later, a new doctor weaned him off seizure medication, this was in November. This past March, he took a
ride with me to my acupuncture appointment. I fell asleep during treatment. During this short nap, my father and
grandmother came to me in a dream, it was very different, unexplainable. When both of us were walking out the door, I
was a bit tired, my husband offered to drive. I said no; I like driving. I proceeded to tell him about my dream. Not long
after, on our way home, on a highway, he had a grand mal seizure. Very unexpected and frightening. Back on medication,
this time for the rest of his life. This happened again beyond our control.
We couldn’t calm down, stop worrying, or stop
thinking.
Days of sleepless nights and high
stress level.
Without doubt, God, Jesus, and
Angels were watching over us.
My dad and
grandmother warned me in my dream. Faith and
trust when we had “no-control” over things
happening, is so important, lesson learned.
Don’t live hopelessly, instead keep “living hope”
within your heart especially during times of
hopelessness and despair.
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THE JOURNEY OF CHANGE
A Teenage Tragedy
By Rose Rowlson
The teenage years are a particularly difficult age to navigate, an age that brings challenges in identity,
independence, pushing parental boundaries and power plays with younger siblings to establish hierarchy.
Teens become increasingly aware of how others see them, especially their peers, and in the process of trying
to fit into their new tribes, parents become much less important. While asserting new found opinions and
rebelling against so called parental control, much distress and conflict can be caused for the family unit.
Along with the emotional challenges of identity and belonging, comes the visible signs of impending adulthood, menstruation and
breasts, skin changes and of course the awareness of ones sexuality, male and female, especially around the opposite sex. A sudden
awareness of physical size, weight and outward appearance can have a huge impact on the tribe one belongs to, and for many, myself
included, was the expectation of not being chosen or being constantly overlooked.
Upon reflection of my early teenage years, and coming to terms with the heartache that these challenges brought, I find myself looking
towards a familiar NLP technique, to both observe and understand my journey. The Fast Phobia Technique or Rewind Technique, as it is
more commonly referred to, enables a person to sit in a cinema, watching their trauma play out on the big screen, as an observer, in a
dissociated state. In this way, one avoids the associated emotional pain that accompanies such a journey.
I see myself very much the troubled teen, physically challenged with years of emotional eating, keeping down anger, betrayal and other
strong emotions. Withdrawn from others, daydreaming and dissociating behaviours were the tools and strategies of the day. I was
engrossed in romantic historical novels, with heroine archetypes, being rescued in grandiose ways, always the hero’s journey. My peer
group became the nerd kids in the library, mostly all trying to hide away from questioning eyes.
In the family hierarchy I carried the emotions, playing the peace maker, hoping to keep everything together, a role that I carried for far too
many years. And as always lurking in the background, was the secret that I was hiding from the world. There was never an opportunity to
tell the truth, and my story or so I thought, was so unbelievable, that it was easier not to tell it.
The opportunity for observation, allowed me an insight into these difficult years, acknowledging the intense pain, but also finding healing
and understanding. I believe that as we understand something we gain much perspective and that allows us passage through it.
Identifying the tools and separating the better ones from those less helpful, has enabled me to become unstuck from the formative years
and journey with forward momentum. I value my new sense of self esteem, identity and personhood and offer great encouragement to
other women who find themselves on a similar journey. With new skills, tools and resources, we can be grounded, amazing women,
chasing our dreams.
who find themselves on a similar journey.
With new
skills, tools and resources, we can be grounded, amazing
women, chasing our dreams.
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FREEDOM OF CHOICE, OR DESTINY?
Meditation or Enlightenment Waterfall
By Simone Einstoss Granado
I started meditating regularly when I was 20 years old and it helped me to become
calmer and more relaxed, something I was badly in need of. Later on, meditation
helped me to focus on exams, to deal with typical life traumas with some ease, and to
develop an understanding of spiritual issues.
The first meditation technique I learnt was to concentrate on breathing in and out,
imagining it to be through the third eye; this is the most basic and probably the most
powerful technique I ever tried. I studied and practised many other techniques such as
meditating on the sound of a mantra, on light, on external objects (like the fire
salamander of a candle or on elemental beings), but the first meditation I learnt
remains the most fundamental and effective. Air, (prana in Hindi), is the most vital lifegiving force we all need to live.
Ideally, the more regularly we meditate, the better. It is more effective to meditate 10
minutes in the morning and 10 minutes in the evening, than say, 1 hour every other
day. Meditation in the morning clears up any night experiences we may have had and
prepares us to face the day. Meditation in the evening clears up the experiences we
had during the day, thereby preparing us for the night.
Meditation allows us to feel more deeply whilst at the same time it can provide a
certain distance, as if we were watching an intense film, but with the knowledge it is
just a film. After meditating one feels balanced and calm. It’s like we are acutely aware
of what is going on, but with a feeling of detachment from the events before us. It’s like
realising that our soul is always present but that our body is its temporary abode.
Meditation is the main spiritual development tool available at any time. Life’s surprises,
changes and various other techniques all have an impact on spiritual development, but
probably none so great as meditation. As well as increasing our capacity to
concentrte, meditation also helps us trust and further develop our intuition, eventually
leading to an enhanced mediumistic capacity.
In a way, it makes us more aware of ourselves and our surroundings and we feel more
integrated in the Universe. Why should you meditate, or why are you meditating? Because
it is the most natural process allowing us to feel we are an integral part of nature.
Meditation opens up a myriad of spiritual realisations we may not have had otherwise.
It prepares us for death – our own and that of other beings close to us – in a way no
other technique, life event or knowledge could.
Last, but not least, various spiritual masters mention meditation techniques as being
required to reach Enlightenment. Maybe meditation is not the only thing, but it brings
with it a waterfall of spiritual knowledge to the meditator. May this knowledge and the
peace it generates brings us all closer to Enlightenment!
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LISTENING TO SELF
Who Am I?
By Colleen Mae Minary
It took me six years to get used to my son moving out, now it was my daughter's time to move into
her new life. I was happy for my children; they were doing what brought them joy. I came home
from work and the house was so quiet and I felt very lonely. I had always been a mother it seemed
and I missed my children greatly. I was grateful for the things in my life that I had accomplished, a
great man, respectful children, a nice home to call my own and good job but something was
missing. "Who Am I", I asked myself. I had gotten so busy with my life somewhere along the way I had forgotten who I was.
Reorganizing and setting up my daughter's room to make it more accessible as a craft and sewing room. I came across a few
boxes that I had put away many years ago. I decided to open them and see what was in them. I found all kinds of little
memories in the form of vases, pottery items, a few pictures, and some poems I had written before I had children. In one of the
boxes I came across a beautiful folded up piece of golden fabric. I had forgotten putting it away. Feeling very drawn to it I
began to unwrap the fabric. In the center was a beautiful clear crystal. I remembered now wrapping it up when my son was very
young. I began carrying it around with me daily. I felt a warmth from the crystal as if it was a part of me.
For months I carried the crystal in my pocket. I lost it and I was devastated. I looked for it all over retracing my steps day after
day, but I was not finding it anywhere. I heard a voice clearly say "Let me go someone else needs me now". I felt a warmth
come over me. I then sent love to myself and the crystal that had sent me on a path of getting to know me. I was then able to
let the crystal go.
I started attracting all kinds of crystals and gemstones. I seemed to know their healing abilities and the energy they emitted, I
knew they were not all meant for me. I bought a few books on crystals and their healing properties. I felt like I was waking up.
The knowledge from the books was gratifying. I
started making crystal and gemstone jewelry. I
knew in my heart that people needed the healing
from these crystals just as I had.
I had found a part of me. I was becoming more
and more at peace with the quietness of my
home. My children were a phone call away. I am
at a place now where I feel grateful for the quiet
times. I love that part of me.
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SOUL-LIFE™ PERSPECTIVE FOR EVERYDAY PEOPLE
Regression: The Psychology f the Future
By Toni Reilly
Regression is a non-invasive healing approach, which inadvertently emphasises self-awareness as a
means to powerful recovery. We are taking responsibility for ourselves by investigating our
circumstances, traits, challenges and strengths.
This is how we evolve into confident, content
individuals.
When I began Regressing my clients always centred around past life exploration. However over the years I have witnessed a shift to
other areas, not just memories of human incarnations. The variations are glimpses into the future, recall earlier in current life or even
a visit to the in-between phase. Sometimes a passed over loved one would communicate with clients, producing a powerful and
potent natural medicine elicited from pure energy. No drugs, no experts, no prior experience.
Residue from past life memories can create issues in current life. Fear of drowning for example may exist due to drowning in a previous
lifetime. Claustrophobia or anxiety may occur now, because of past suffocation. We may carry weight now due to starvation or
mistreatment in a past life. Struggling to speak in front of others may be the symptom of being ridiculed or persecuted for stating your
beliefs. Feeling unnoticed, disempowered or victimised and many other issues can originate from incidents in previous lifetimes.
This simple natural process facilitates communication with our Soul. Here there are answers to every question we are curious about.
Regression assists the discovery of information to free ourselves from emotional, physical and mental symptoms by empowering our
personal capacity.
Regression refers to recalling memories stored in the subconscious by the higher self, which I believe is our soul. The subconscious
records and files all our soul memories. Our soul is the omnipresent part of us, present through every incarnation. Our bodies come
and go, they are temporary where soul energy is eternal.
Why delve? Recalling memories is not about dredging up the past,
they actually hold profound knowledge of core experiences. Through
recall, it is possible to relieve or heal physical symptoms which
western medicine has no explanation for or has been unable to cure.
When searching for the cause, it may lie in a past life or earlier in
current life. This sets the starting point to unravel what we do and why,
in relation to behaviours, fears, phobias and patterns in relationships
that can plague our lives.
Knowing that we chose to come brings relief and helps us to identify
as volunteers willingly participating, rather than as a helpless victim.
The process – where the person remembers the situation - is far more
effective in eliminating the symptom than being told about it by
someone else. Catharsis or reviewing the memory at the core event is
how healing occurs.
The last thing regression intends is for us to berate ourselves for any
previous incarnation. By acquiring insight of who we have been and
what we have experienced in the past empowers us to use that
knowledge and comprehend aspects of the person we are today.
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FIND YOU, FIND LOVE
The Hero’s Journey
By Wendy Fry
Life hasn’t always been easy for me and at times, to be honest it’s been one hell of a journey, one
where I very nearly lost myself along the way. It is my belief when everything in your life could go
wrong and does go wrong that this will either make you or break you. What might be compared to a
‘shed load of poop’ hitting the fan and wondering what the heck you can do about it, somewhere
inside of you there is a tiny spark of hope which you either choose to listen to or ignore. I listened...and because of hearing the
call within, I’m here to share my story.
Life’s starting point for all of us begins in the womb, some say we come into being even before then. I can only share my own life
experience and it’s fair to say until the age of twelve I was living in what seemed to be an ordinary world just drifting along and
enjoying the ride that is until the foundations of my world blew apart. My parents split and life took on a whole new meaning. At
that time in my life I needed a hero I didn’t realise it would be an aspect of me who took the call to adventure. As much as I
wanted to run for the hills my only choice was to stay and accept the call.
Like Judy Garland in the Wizard of Oz, I met many teachers along the way, people who made a difference to me and made my
journey less fearful. One of my mentors was Andy Brine, a Hero’s Journey Facilitator. Leaving what was known behind me I
forged my way ahead into the unknown and despite meeting many enemies on the journey as well as tests along the way I
survived the ordeals growing ever stronger and courageous.
Faced with a decision yet again to give up or give it all I’ve got I decided to begin my life again with a new mindset and approach
as to how to make my past work for me and I have never looked back. My reward has ultimately prepared me to support others
who have lost their way and guide them back to the light so they too find their way home. My journey has not been an easy one
and the choice of death or rebirth was a crossroads which as presented as an opportunity to create new meaning. Where my
journey started and now continues ever onwards are the polarities which are now resolved and in doing so I am blessed to share
my truth, my hope and love.
T h r o u g h t a k i n g T h e H e r o ’s J o u r n e y t r u e
transformation begins. You are able to look back
through all the challenges and gain a greater
understanding of what has shaped you as an
individual. This allows you to create a vision for your
future and embrace the journey ahead.
Who will join me in celebrating their own journey?
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LIVING AND LEADING A HEART INTUITIVE LIFE
Appreciation Heart Power
By Lisa A. Clayton
My heart is filled with a double dose of loving appreciation this month for living and
leading a heart intuitive life.
First, there is appreciation I feel for Sibyl magazine
highlighting a diverse group of passionate, spirited and soul focused women who offer their
wisdom through life experiences. Reading each article monthly brings a deep sense of
further discovery and connection with heart core values and soul purpose. Secondly, as a
contributing monthly author, appreciation is felt by the opportunity to express and share heart’s intuition and
intelligence; experiencing what ideas and inspirational messages come forth always brings exciting possibilities! This
month when I asked my heart the message to share, what rang loud and clear was the power of appreciation with its
magical qualities and influences in our daily lives.
Appreciation is more than gratitude. Appreciation is a dynamic energy force function, according to scientific principles. This
energy can be harnessed by anyone to achieve success, happiness and fulfillment in every area of life: from finances to
work to family to health to aging and even in crisis.
Appreciation’s power draws from numerous scientific studies including Dr. Masaru Emoto's water crystal research,
HeartMath's heart rhythm analysis and Princeton University's "mind over machine" observations, and even shows, through
brain scans, the enormous difference in brain functioning that occurs when people are thinking and feeling appreciation.
Appreciation is a heart fuel. Based on the stated scientific studies mentioned, feeling and activating appreciation as a
positive emotion helps us reduce stress levels, increase our coherent thinking and builds energy efficiency and resiliency in
our physiology.
While all studies demonstrate the significant role appreciation plays in how we think and feel, it’s qualities can also serve as
key tools or strategies for living and leading a heart intuitive life.
One powerful appreciation quality helps us understand the difference in lack and abundance principles. Our lack based
and protective mind is always looking for more and creates stressful thoughts as a result. The heart is always in state of
appreciation which is the state of abundance. We increase our abundance potential when we deposit appreciations in our
heart such as being able to see, walk, hear, breathe, taste and touch. Daily deposits can be simple observations such as
noticing a dew drop on a blade of grass shimmering like a diamond or a flower’s first bloom bringing fragrant scents. Our
abundance principles are activated by heart’s state of appreciation. Appreciation becomes the gateway for future blessings
and unexpected abundance. What you focus upon expands.
Try this simple exercise for increasing your appreciation power for greater well-being each day.
List five things you appreciate about yourself.
Share each one with your heart.
Breathe into heart area for each appreciation
listed; 5 seconds in, 5 seconds out for 50 seconds
total. Notice the difference.
By simply activating the feelings of sincere
appreciation throughout the day, for a few
seconds or minutes at a time, the heart leads you
intuitively to the miracles and magic life offers.
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EMBRACING YOUR HEART’S WISDOM
Moving Through Life Stage
By Marcia Blau
I was by my mother’s side, watching her sleep, as she faded into the last hours of her 92 years of
living. This woman who had breathed life into me was now taking her final gasps. We had come
full circle with each other.
My mother had been in a three-tier residence for almost a decade. Toward the end, severe
dementia had reduced her life to nonsensical interactions, agitated outbursts, and hours of staring out the window. Friends
who learned of her condition would offer sympathy. But I would insist, “This is simply her time to be in this place.”
When she passed, I was relieved that she had finally found her exit door. My mother had lived a long and rich life. My
brother and I were both at peace with her death. At her funeral, we gave upbeat eulogies, sharing humorous stories about
her being, among other things, a grandmother, a world traveler, and a terrible cook. Our aim was to celebrate her life.
Afterwards, people approached me with long faces and feelings about their own mothers. Somehow I had become a Rorschach
test for their grief. The tentative touching, probing eye contact, and forlorn sighing that went along with their condolences left me
wanting to scream, “She wasn’t 16 and she didn’t die in a motorcycle accident!” But instead, I remained silent.
Where did we get such fixed ideas about aging, illness, and death? My mother’s dementia appeared in her late 80s. It was a
bitter truth that was age appropriate. I accepted it as part of her long transition out of life. Her death was the next inevitable
step. At last, she would have peace. This was how I framed it.
Yet many people relate to the natural process of aging as an unfortunate malady. And death, even in old age, is seen as loss
instead of completion. I am sure most of us would have more ease if we could accept that we are all moving through life
stages. We are simply at different points on the time continuum.
As a young woman, I felt I didn’t have society’s permission to grow old. Around the time I hit 40, friends’ compliments
turned into comments about “holding up well,” and looking “good for my age.” Is it any wonder I moisturized myself into an
alpha-hydroxy-collagen stupor?
Yet time is
persistent, and I eventually learned to laugh at my
laugh lines. Now I am intent on living with a sense
of agelessness.
Ultimately the place I was best able to let go of
these judgments was in my children’s eyes. When
they were young, I used to love giggling and
jumping in puddles with them. One evening I was
cuddling with my older son who was about eight
years old. Suddenly he pulled back from me and
asked, “Mom, how come you’re not like a regular
adult?” I felt a surge of joy as I hugged him and
whispered, “Because I don’t wanna be!”
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Life is so much brighter when we focus on what really matters! ~ Anonymous
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LIFE IS ABOUT OUR TRANSITIONS
Intention Verses Expectation
By Melinda Chichester
As an Energy Practitioner, it is important for me to be mindful of the words that I use with clients
and the intention for healing we set in the beginning of their session. As an instructor, it is equally
important to be mindful of the language and words used while teaching in the classroom.
Research shows that words have emotional, physical and spiritual impact. The words I speak can
lift someone up or send them spiraling downward. There is evidence to show that words can cause physical changes in your
body and change the spiritual atmosphere.
When words begin to jump off the screen of my computer or leap off the pages of my daily devotion, I pay attention. Life
has been sending me loud messages lately to look closely at the difference between ‘expectation’ and ‘intention’. Through
these messages, I feel the Divine is asking me to grow once again. All my life I have set expectations thinking this was the
way to manifest my goals. Through professional growth work and personal self-care I have experienced the extraordinary
power of intention.
An ‘intention’ is defined in Wikipedia as a mental state that represents a commitment to carrying out an action, or actions in
the future. Intention allows for a unique process to unfold organically. So, if I set my intention toward a goal or purpose,
while being detached from the outcome, I can pay full attention to my efforts, to the process or the journey, which sets the
infinite power of the universe in motion. Intention involves little resistance as well as the faith that no matter how things go,
the root of the intention will come to pass (even if it doesn't play out exactly as I had imagined). The difference between
intention and expectation is quite subtle. Choosing between setting an intention or setting an expectation can make a huge
difference in my experiences.
An ‘expectation’ is defined in Wikipedia as a belief about what may
happen in the future. If I have expectations, I am thinking
something good will come my way. To be attached to the results
through expectation can cause me an unnecessary degree of
anxiety, tension and fear based upon the fear of not achieving the
result – a fear of ‘losing’. When expecting something, I have already
created a narrative about the outcome: I have set boundaries
about the story yet to unfold.
Instead of worrying about what you cannot control, you should shift
your energy to what you can create. There will be a times in your
life when all your instincts will tell you to do something that defies
logic, upsets your plans, and may seem crazy to others. Listen to
your instincts and ignore everything else. Ignore logic, ignore the
odds, ignore the complications, and just go for it.” Sometimes the
hardest lessons to learn are the ones your soul needs most.
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THE POWER OF TRANSFORMATION
Meditation and Your Life
By Judy Browne
Meditation has the ability to change everything in your life from fatigue and anger to how you
view the world. The name meditation comes from a Latin word “Meditatum” which means “To
Ponder”.
This powerful practice has been used since before the 12th century. It possibly has a religious
context from prayer work focus for deep peace and inner calm. When practiced with more than one in a group the results are
amplified bringing greater joy and happiness resulting in people responding with compassion and kindness.
So fast forward to now in today’s fast life style often time poor working long hours and family commitments. Most of us have
lost the boundaries around what we think we should do and what we have to do and this has us on the hamster wheel.
So What is Meditation? When we still the mind we have a greater chance to let go and surrender which allows us to firstly
unwind from the day and then to gain mastery over our own life.
You may ask how so? When we focus on our breath and quiet the mind through simple words called mantra’s we have the
ability to expand our consciousness which is the quiet place of nothingness. When we reach this level of calm through breath
work you peak to another level which I will describe as pure bliss. There are many techniques of reaching this higher state
ranging from breath combined with mantras to singing or chanting. All have the ability to raise awareness and create the
desired state of zen.
Why is it hard to Master? The mind plays a major role in the whole
equation and will always tell you this is a waste of time and remind
you of all the chores you should be doing. The skill is to let your
mind have its chatter then ask for permission to relax and focus
reassuring your mind it can come back and play after you have
finished! This has always worked for my students and their ability to
sink into the quiet zone is then easy. I have experienced ecstatic
states of bliss when at retreats where natures colours are enhanced
and dreams are full of colour. Statistics have shown the
improvement in overall Health reducing symptoms of ailments with
this practice.
Meditation through daily commitment has the ability to change
your life by your own ability to become a magnet for your
intentions. All you have to do is get out of the way and allow the
higher intelligence of energy to flow through your body creating a
deep sense of connection to love that is bliss. The more you
practice the better you become. You will notice you are less reactive
to events, people, and situations.
Most importantly, Meditation does you, you don’t do it. This is all
about letting go of control and trusting in your own ability to be one
with yourself that has a rippling affect to all who are around you.
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CREATING YOUR LIFE
Energy: Our First Language
By Corinna Stoeffl
In the previous articles, I invited you to perceive the energy. As a baby, we used energy to
communicate since we did not yet know any vocabulary. Yet we were perfectly able to
communicate what we needed if the other was willing to listen to us - which is a necessity even
with the use of words. Words are an expression of energy. The meaning of words may change,
the energy of them does not. That can create problems. What do I mean with this?
For instance let’s look at the word “want”. The original meaning was lack, today it is more an expression of desire. Perceive
the energy of the word, not the meaning we have given it. What do you notice?
Looking at the energy of what I am saying, also allows me to become aware of what I am actually talking about. To stay with
the word ‘want’, say the following sentence out loud and perceive the energy of it: I do not want any money. Now say it a few
times and perceive the energy. When I do this exercise with people, I usually get one of two results. There are the people
who are willing to get out of their heads and just be with the energy and there are the people who hold on to the words.
Energetically, you are saying: I do not lack any money.
Perceiving the energy also allows me to know if something is true for me or a lie. A truth will always be light, expansive, a
lie, on the other hand, is heavy or contractive. If someone else tells you a lie, you may become angry, ever noticed! Unless,
anger is not allowed in your world.
Ideally, we have access to all energies which does not mean we act them out. (Remember judgment from March. This life we
have right now is not our first one and won’t be our last one. We can only judge something we have experienced ourselves
by doing or being it.) For instance, knowing the energies of true caring and lying, allows me to be aware if a person is truly
caring for me or only pretending to. Knowing what is really going on would be helpful, wouldn’t it?
I use my awareness of energy when I listen to
people. Does the energy match the words or not?
What is important to the person and what is not? It
allows me to ask questions that can provide
insights. How often do we think something specific
is the reason for what we are experiencing? It
could be that in actuality it has nothing to do with
it and something completely different is going on.
Not only is it helpful when I work with people, it
also allows me to become aware where I am if I am
willing to be really present with myself.
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Wisdom comes only when She is wanted and welcomed.
Desire Wisdom. Understand, She is always there; waiting for each of us with all
the bounty of the Universe in Her arms. But it is only when we surrender to her
divine knowingness does She yield Her resources. Ask Her for assistance daily.
~ Sibyl English,
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FINDING FLOW
My Lesson of Stinky Flow
By Mandy Agnew
There is a flow to all of life, it feels great when you’re in it and rubbish when you’re not. I walked
in from work the other day and the house smelt like poo. “This is not good”, I thought! I was met
by my daughter who explained that she had been playing with her brother and let off a couple of
stink bombs in their bedrooms. Initially I thought, that’s not too bad, but once I realised it was in
the carpet, I was GRUMPY, YES GRUMPY …. ok, let’s call it what it really was …. I was ANGRY!
After inspecting the damage and ranting about their un-thoughtful behavior, I found myself looking for flow…. LITERALLY! We
opened up the house and the cool breeze began to flow through relieving us of some of the stink. My heart rate began to
return to normal and then we needed to address the next level of the problem. Does stink bomb residue last long and how do
we deal with it in the carpet? Some elbow grease and carpet cleaner later and the house returned to harmony and flow.
Our life is always offering us opportunities to learn and grow, even in stinky ways. Each experience involves problem solving
and challenges us to create boundaries to ensure the issue does occur again. Then the invitation is to “drop it”. Drop the
negativity, drop the grump and return to inner peace and flow.
Each step is vitally important:
• Cultivate your inner witness and recognise the triggered emotion (wow, look at me I’m really angry right now)
• Release the energy of the emotion – breathe, shake your body, walk/run, yell-away from others etc. (wow, I’m really
caught in this anger right now, I need to move it though me)
• Share your feelings with the others involved without yelling any damaging remarks
• Create agreements of behavior and boundaries going forward (no stink bombs in the house!)
• Choose to drop the story and the emotions fully
• Forgive and return to the flow
The faster you can travel through this process, whether the problems are as small as stink bombs or as huge as a relationship
break-up, the sooner you can return to your core of peacefulness. Each step needs to be honored so you get emotional relief
and the best outcomes you need going forward.
Though, let’s get real, it’s super easy to move
through these steps for stink bombs rather than for a
divorce. But I believe the basic recipe is still the
same.
Obviously the process of relationship
upheaval requires a lot of self-reflection and inner
learning along the way, but ultimately the invitation is
still the same. We are invited to learn through our
life experiences, make the changes that are
required, drop the story/negativity and find our way
back to inner peace and the flow of life.
The flow of life is always there. Allowing it to move
unrestricted through your life is the challenge and
the journey.
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FULFILL YOUR LIFE’S PURPOSE
What is Meditation?
By Conny Jasper
Many years ago, I discovered the value of meditation and that it is an important practice for
health maintenance and personal growth. When I first started to meditate regularly, my main
goal was to become enlightened. However, I began to understand that meditation has many
benefits for physical, mental, emotional, and spiritual well-being. In my initial study of
meditation, I identified certain methods and found them all to be helpful. There are different
kinds of postures, breathing techniques, and ways of focusing the mind. As with any kind of ongoing practice, the
process of meditation becomes familiar and habitual. So over the years, as I worked with various approaches, I noticed
certain things and developed my own methods.
Meditation involves the observation of different sensations. I became acutely aware of everything I was feeling and
thinking. In the beginning, this was uncomfortable. But that is because I was not used to being so conscious of my
thoughts and feelings and just sitting with them. Modern people tend to avoid sitting with their thoughts and feelings,
and they occupy themselves with tasks and diversions that distract them. We are inclined to immerse ourselves in work,
shopping, music, movies, events, and so on.
It is the quiet spaces in our lives that allow us to deepen our awareness and raise our consciousness. When we keep
ourselves constantly busy, with no break except to sleep, we do not move past the patterns of previous experience. In
order to go forward, the patterns have to change. And this involves the active and continuous release of the feelings and
thoughts that arise within.
Meditation is the ongoing practice of observing and letting go. The meaning of emptying the mind in meditation is the
process of letting go. To let go is to relax and be free of any judgement. Someone told me that this is not always fun or
easy. In the beginning, it certainly is not. However, by repeatedly exercising this method, it becomes easier in time. It
becomes an embodied experience.
Focus on your breathing. Do this all the time, not only when you sit to meditate. I am constantly reminding myself to be
aware of my breath. In all actions of daily life, I remember to breathe fully and deeply. As I stated previously, there are
many kinds of meditation practices. Sitting quietly
with our eyes closed, and focusing inward, is the
most commonly emphasized way. However,
everything in life is a variation of meditation. Each
activity is some form of reflection.
It is the practice of going inward that allows us to be
calm and centered in regular, everyday life. We
need to be aware and thoughtful in every moment.
The more reflective you are, the more you are able
to make good decisions and accomplish your goals.

www.connyjasper.wordpress.com
connyjasper@earthlink.net
New Jersey –– USA

www.connyjasper.wordpress.com

Remembering who you are is essential to the Path you choose.
Sit silently, still … calmly inside the center of your soul. Listen to that still and distant voice
whispering the prayers of ancient times and sacred spaces. Soon and very soon Love will enter ––
ushering in the dynamics of prismatic Light you’ve been yearning.
~ Sibyl English, Founder of Sibyl Magazine
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AWAKENING FROM THE WOUNDED CHILD
Don’t Tie Your Happiness To What Comes and Goes
By Radavie
There are times when I would get up out of bed and feel a deep sense of Spirit. One day, in
sharing my euphoria with my husband, he half-jokingly said, “Don’t worry. It won’t last.” I
wished he had supportive words for me or, at the very least, keep quiet. Although his timing
was awkward, there was truth in what he said: no feeling, sensation or perception is permanent,
no matter how hard we may try to make it so.
Life seems like a challenge because, when experienced as a personal self, life is unreliable. One can never be certain
that others will keep their promises. We too may not keep our promises, not even to ourselves. A high school
sweetheart may have promised to love you forever. And you believed this because you probably felt the same. It is our
nature to strive for predictability.
When we mistake our true self to be the person we were socialized to become, we are left unfulfilled, fraught with anxiety.
Our happiness is staked to what comes and goes. We walk on shaky ground.
More companies are promoting anti-aging creams than we can count, yet the aging process continues. Everything that
exists in the physical world is impermanent. The same is true for our thoughts and feelings. Yet, one continues to hope
that the pot of gold will be found at the end of the rainbow. And then, we will find inner peace and love forever.
What is it that doesn’t come and go?
Let’s take a look. Go into memory and find a pleasant scene from childhood. Remember it vividly. Pause. Now, find a
pleasant scene from your teenage years. Pause. Next, imagine a desirous experience at some future time, for instance,
your dream vacation.
Ask yourself, “What came and what went across those scenes?” What remained constant throughout? Contemplate this
and you will see there was a witnessing that took place. I’m calling it, Aware Presence. It was there no matter what was
going on. It didn’t come and go. Like breathing, you did nothing to make it happen. Take another pause and experience
witnessing Presence.
Aware Presence is our true nature. It is formless, ever present and fully accepting of all that comes and goes. It is the
unmanifest that watches the manifest. It doesn’t argue with reality. Our hearts become touched seeing a baby. She is
pure innocence reflecting our innocence long forgotten.
We are here to rediscover the unchanging truth of our Being, the Aware Presence that is beyond the coming and goings
of thoughts, beliefs and emotions. We are this timeless, formless source of all life. We are that abiding love. To live as this
abiding love is to live from our divine heart rather than our conditioned mind.
To realize that our essential nature is Aware
Presence is to wake up from the false idea that we
are a person. Aware Presence is the happiness we
have yearned for. It is the source of all life.

www.Radavie.net
Radavie01@gmail.com
North Carolina –– USA
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HELLO TO HOPE
Making Every Day Count
By Jenny Mulks Wieneke
Sitting at a football stadium where this young hero once dominated the field, the crowded
stadium is overwhelmed but this time it is in the grief we all experience as we celebrate his life.
The field that created team spirit, built work ethic and grit is now covered with chairs, people,
flowers and his casket. As the pallbearers walk his casket down the isle passing several hundred
friends and loved ones, I was overcome not only with grief but of absolute awe at the legacy this twenty year old young man
had created and left behind. The stadium seats were filled, the grass was covered with chairs and people were standing at
the fences to share in his final time on that field. Person after person got up to speak about how this dynamic young man’s
actions, behavior and faith changed their lives for the better and forever.
He did not leave behind a vast inheritance, a family business or other monetary treasures but he did create a priceless
legacy of love, determination, faith, and integrity. He changed lives just by the by the way he lived his life, by the way he
made others feel, by the impact his words and actions had on all of those that were blessed to be in his presence.
Some people move through life with the intention of creating their legacy from material objects; money, businesses,
property and possessions. In reality, these are only a small part of their legacy. Regardless of what your physical possessions
are, your legacy is determined the day you die and is an accumulation of every day you walked the earth. Your legacy is a
sum of all the lives you touched and the people you impacted. It is determined by your family, friends and even strangers by
the way they viewed you living your life displaying compassion and empathy for your fellow brothers and sisters. It is
determined by the way you faced difficulties and adversity and how you let your light shine even when the darkest of days
were upon you. Your legacy is being molded every time you help people find faith, love and hope in situations that seem
hopeless. Your legacy is being shaped every day as the sun rises and you have a new opportunity to touch a life or inspire
someone to do more and be better at what they are currently doing in order to leave the world better than they found it. It
is being sculpted every time you face a hardship, adversity or challenge because it gives you the opportunity to turn around
and help the next one in line that is facing the same mountains you just had to climb.
Although your legacy is determined after you are gone, you are creating it daily. Every day with each sunset we have hope of
a new tomorrow to be one step closer to an even
greater legacy than it was today. Carpe diem!

www.AlongComesHope.com
jenny@alongcomeshope.com
California –– USA
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ANCIENT WISDOM 4 NOW!
My Soul’s Dark Night and Releasing!
By Marliee Snyder-Nieciak
My Niece’s son Max spent his Spring break with me beginning on the New Moon. He had fun in
the woods, hanging out and cleaning out the basement with me. He received gifts his Uncle John
had put aside for him. We re-organize the basement which included putting John’s medical
records in a tote to be taken out side to burn. This didn’t happen until I was by myself.
On the afternoon of Saturday, April 1, 2017, I started burning the papers it took over 2 hours. As I skimmed the records,
REMEMBERING, I became very angry reading the records dated March 2014 through October 27, 2014. His cancer was
completely misdiagnosed as TB. We were placed in quarantine for six weeks while 23 sputum cultures were processed and
he had a lung biopsy. He was in the hospital in April. They diagnosed TB and sent the unverified reports to our county health
department. In June, John fired his lung specialist and Internist - I have a drug for that. With the Lung Specialist’s approval, I
had and continued to use Therapeutic Grade Essential Oils on John. He got better, he felt able to go on vacation for a week
to Hot Springs, Arkansas. Everywhere we went smelled of mold and mildew and it started raining making things worse; we
left a day early.
As we headed North on I-55, I pulled over on a side road because John started having trouble breathing, coughing up
blood. Earth Angels stopped to help us get to NEA Baptist Memorial Hospital in Jonesboro. We were there two weeks taking
ten days to diagnose Lung Cancer!
All of these tests – from March to October, read like experiments in the camps of Nazi Germany. I became outraged and
asked the fire to burn off the feelings, karma and any residual emotions. Early in the morning of April 2, 2017, I woke up
crying as pain moved from below my right ankle, across my foot, up the inside of my leg to me sit bone, hip and up my back
to my head. All the pain was on my right side. I went to my Naprapath and we removed the remaining Anger on April 4,
2017. It is exactly two weeks later and I am finally releasing the Sadness and Grief that were underneath the Anger.
For the past two weeks, with five planets in Retrograde, I have felt physically weak, disoriented, unable to sleep, generally
feeling a deep malaise. On Monday I felt good
and exchanged Akashic Record Readings – that
night I slept for seven hours!
On Sunday afternoon felt energy leave my body. I
was given very large laundry lists for the Turtle
Lodge, Land. The next step is to create a Spiritual
Rustic Retreat in the Turtle Lodge nestled in 22
acres of woods within a mile of Lake Michigan’s
crystal sand.
Join me, Experience the Peace of my Sanctuary.

www.marileeasnyder.com
marilee.s.nieciak@gmail.com
Indiana –– USA
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UNCOVERING YOUR TRUTH
The Weight of My Past Released!
By Bernie Giggins
September was the month of paring down, clearing out, cleansing and releasing emotional
ties, ready for Spring’s new energy. I remember that day so well, I cleared out my wardrobes of
all the size 14 & 16 clothes which no longer fit me, it felt so good! Now happily buying size 12
clothes with bright and happy colours, fitting my slimmer body.
I have not been size 12 for many years, 11 years to be precise. I had been gaining weight slowly and despite the diets,
exercise, meditations, hypnotherapy, ‘must be menopause?’ excuse, nothing would budge. Answer - just buy bigger clothes?
My clients achieve amazing results with our ‘Clearing Core Beliefs sessions’ (unresolved past emotional issues). So I
decided to delve deeper on this excess weight problem and trace back to a time when I had noticed buying larger clothes,
surrendering this to the divine. The extra weight had taking its toll on my knees, lower back and hips and I refused to go on
another diet. I also loved lollies and sugar cravings (which usually denotes guilt or shame).
I had traced the memory back to my mum passing away tragically eleven years before? Now my mum and I didn’t have a
close relationship and that was the one thing I wanted, craved for and felt very much ripped off for never having it.
For eight years before passing away, mum hadn’t visited my family and we had to drive the 10 hour trip to connect. Each
time I asked my parents to come to visit, there was always an excuse not to come, so I made a promise, silently to myself,
that if anything happened to dad (who was diagnosed with cancer in January 2005) I would gift mum a fully paid holiday,
with my daughter and me.
In May 2005, five months later, tragically, mum died of a massive
heart attack and I never got the chance to live that dream with her.
In my grief and sadness, I told myself that ‘I wasn’t good or
lovable enough to experience a mother, daughter relationship
this lifetime’. That became a core memory belief about myself,
which then suppressed my feelings, while my thoughts kept
repeating the same behaviour for 11 years.
Once I cleared that core belief memory, dissolved it from my
cellular memories and reconnected my inner child into my heart
space, synchronistic events happened.
The next day a social post was shared, regarding a 12 week fitness
and nutrition challenge about to begin. Timing was perfect for
classes, I also began to eat smaller portions and using new
affirmations.
Eight weeks later, the body starts toning up,
husband and kids excited as they see my shape changing and
clothes loosening. By the end of the 12 weeks I had gone down
to size 13? Now today, down to size 12 and wearing a bikini,
woot, woot! The weight of my depressing past released!

www.innerchildharmonycoaching.com.au
bernie@innerchildharmonycoaching.gmail.com
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LIVE YOUR BEST LIFE NOW!
The Power of Imagination
By Kathy Eckhardt
The word "Imagination" can mean different things to different people.
I am using “imagination” to refer to any kind of mental imagery or visualization; picturing
something in your head, like how you looked on your wedding day. When we visualize
something that hasn’t happened yet it becomes mental rehearsal.
Albert Einstein told us that “Imagination is everything. It is the preview of life’s coming attractions.”
For example, a speaker before taking the stage might picture herself giving the perfect speech for that particular
group. A salesman may visualize the conversation with the prospective client before picking up the phone to make
the call. A baseball player will see himself smacking the ball far into the outfield.
Scientists tell us that the mind cannot distinguish between what is real and what is not; it simply accepts what you
tell it, especially if you tell it over and over again. In one study, volunteers were asked to play a simple sequence of
piano notes every day for five consecutive days. Their brains were scanned each day in the region connected to the
finger muscles. Another set of volunteers were asked to just imagine playing the notes, and also had their brains
scanned each day. Result: the changes in the brain in those who imaged playing piano were the same as in those
who actually played piano.
What does all this mean in real life? It means that as far as your brain is concerned, what you imagine to be
happening is actually happening.
One of my favorite stories of mental imagery producing physical results concerns Commander Jeremiah Denton, Jr
who had been a prisoner of war in Vietnam for over 7 years, four of which were spent in solitary confinement. After
his release, and before going on to become a United States Senator, Denton did speaking tours in which he
explained how in order to pass the time in solitary confinement he would play golf in his mind. All 18 holes. Over
and over. Day after day. He used all of his senses. He imagined the smell of the fresh cut grass on the course, he
felt the sun shining on his face, he heard the birds tweeting, he saw the trees and the green course ahead of him,
he chose the perfect club for the hole he was about to play and felt the club in his hands.
When he was finally able to play an actual game, having not even been on a golf course for 8 years, his scores were
substantially better than his best scores before he left for Vietnam years earlier.
So what would you like to imagine into being?
Becoming a Best-Selling Author? A sought after
professional speaker? A championship chess
player? Excelling in your chosen career field?
In your imagination, you can be anything you
want to be, do anything you want to do, realize
any dream that you want to achieve. The me
you see is the me you will be!
www.biggestboldestdream.com
kathy@biggestboldestdream.com
VIRGINIA –– USA
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HEALING THE SPIRIT: DREAMS & SYNCHRONICITY
You Will Dream of Your Sweetheart Tonight
By Wanda Easter Burch
Charles Hagar was a chaplain with the 118th New York Infantry, known as the Adirondack
regiment. He was born June 29, 1819, in Vermont, and he lived with his wife, Elizabeth, in
Plattsburgh, NY, when the Civil War broke out.
Charles possibly had a better chance at surviving the war than those who were in the thick of the battles, but he witnessed
the horror of severed limbs, crushed spirits and demoralized souls. His spiritual counseling placed him in a position of
empathy but also burdened him with the sadness, anxieties and depression of his own place in the war and his need to
understand it, as well as experiencing the burden of the spiritual and physical wounds of those entrusted in his care.
His letters bloomed with love for his children, wife, and home. Charles’ dreams of home were the most common
communication thread between his family and the battlefield camp; dreams of home offered him solace and a place of
comfort and safety; but these dreams were also troubling in the reality of their presence in a place so far from home.
Writing from his work at a Virginia hospital at Point of Rocks, Bermuda Hundred in 1865, Charles Hagar penned these
words: “You are aware that my imagination is very vivid, so I imagine a Kiss to you every night—before I go to sleep.”1 A few
days later, March 25, 1865, following a short dream of home, he wrote about a charming moment, designed to please
Elizabeth: …”Coming up the stairs from the river this afternoon I stumbled and fell up stairs. Some of the surgeon’s wives
laughing said, chaplain that is a sign that you will dream of your sweet-heart tonight—I put my hand on my heart—saying O
Ladies, I have dreamed of her every night for a week past.”
I created a battlefield itinerary in the spring of 2012 and followed the letters of three soldiers writing about their dreams:
Charles Hagar, Henry Lea Graves, and William Stilwell. At the location of Point of Rocks, I read the markers for the location
of the Civil War hospital in Charles Hagar’s letter. I walked behind a modern picnic area, down a wooded path and along
the river to a location that approximated the location of the hospital. Coming back up along a steep path from the river, I
tripped over roots that would have been the location of the stairs in Charles’ letter. The moment I tripped, I was right back
inside the letter where Charles Hagar stumbled. The moment gave me a shiver of recognition: “I have dreamed of her
every night for a week….” The past is often not past and returns to bless us with a new vision of sentiments that live in the
landscape of both our dreams and our physical reality.

www.wandaburch.com
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One of the greatest gifts you can give yourself is to take responsibility for the choices you’ve made in your life;
sit with them, allowing your mind to make sense of all the colorful hues within your soul, then move on. ~ Sibyl English
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AKASHIC HEALING WISDOM
Healing Power of the Akashic Records
By Sallie Keys
The Akashic Records is an extremely powerful healing tool when used to facilitate healing
because you can find the source of any present-life problem, more specifically, where and how it
began. It is within your Akashic Record that you can find the source of all illness, disease, and
discourse within your human body. This includes just about any issue you might have including
health problems, financial crisis, relationship issues, or mental or emotional difficulties, such as
depression, anxiety, or anger issues.
You were not meant to be ill or unwell or out of alignment with health, wealth and planetary elements designed to bring
abundance into your life.
The Akashic Records contains all of the knowledge of healing available to you within all of the cosmos if you simply know how
to access it by going within, and make no mistake, going within is ALWAYS the place you should start when attempting to
access your Akashic Record. It is the most profound healing tool you have available to you and should be your first line of
defense when it comes to any issue you have to help you heal and resolve discourse in your life.
Accessing your Soul History through the Akashic Records can help identify the source of those issues to give you a deeper
understanding and lead you to a potential resolution.
The Akashic Records is also the best place to conduct a healing for past negative experiences because you are working
directly at the Soul-level, allowing you to tap the very core of a person’s being to find and clear out the negativity that has been
causing them difficulty in their present-day life.
This can be anything: an imprint, or “stamp,” on the energy field from past experiences; a behavioral pattern that once served
you, but is no longer conducive to your life journey; or a belief received genetically from family that causes you to act against
your own best interest or in your highest good. These are just a few examples of the many possible energetic sources of
problems that exist.
You can be healed simply by looking into your Akashic Record and finding the origin of a problem or where damage occurred
and then initiating healing in that very spot in your Soul’s history.
By reviewing your Akashic Record and returning to
the main point of origin of any illness or disease you
have, you can easily find the point in your Soul’s
history containing the information that needs to be
healed so you can move forward with resolution to
your issue, which can, in some cases, be quick and
awe-inspiring if healing is conducted in the right
manner and the correct place in your Soul history is
found to repair damage.

www.ManifestAbundanceNow.com
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